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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

ML With Python

COURSE
CODE

VAP-05

COURSE
OFFERED TO

THIRD YEAR
2015/16/17/18/19/

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Ms. Supriya Shukla

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE:

 To understand the vital nature of data for organizations.
 To learn the conceptual of machine learning.
 To explore and analyses data using supervised and unsupervised
learning techniques.
 To develop and deploy knowledge learning models using Python.
PRE REQUISITE(s): Python
OVERVIEW The today’s 21st century is witnessing a tremendous need for human

expertise in the areas of data analysis and data modeling for supporting effective
decision in various aspects of human living environments. The growing demand
for Data Analysts and Data Scientists establishes the emergency for the
development and up gradation of technical and analytical skills of the
organizational personnel to address various business segments where decision
making is becoming critical.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE

The course aims at imparting the necessary technical and analytical knowledge to
the participants who incline to jump start their career in Machine learning and
Data Science. The course provides an in depth understanding of the need and
importance of analyzing data while leveraging the power of data analytics.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
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Upon completion of the course, a participant will be able to:
•
Understand the importance of data, information and knowledge.
•
Understand various use case and business scenarios of the real world.
•
Get hands on experience in exploring, analyzing and real world business
Scenarios.
•
Understand machine learning framework and develop machine learning
models.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Module 1 - Introduction to
Machine Learning

Applications of Machine Learning
Supervised vs Unsupervised Learning
Python libraries suitable for Machine Learning

Module 2 – Regression
Linear Regression
Non-linear Regression
Model evaluation methods
Module 3 - Classification
K-Nearest Neighbour
Decision Trees
Logistic Regression
Support Vector Machines
Module 4
Learning

-

Unsupervised
K-Means Clustering
Hierarchical Clustering
Density-Based Clustering
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Machine Learning

COURSE
CODE

VAP-06

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2015/16/17/18/19/20

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Mohit Mittal/
Mr. Anurag Agarwal

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE
This course will serve as a comprehensive introduction to various topics in
machine learning. At the end of the course the students should be able to
design and implement machine learning solutions to classification, regression,
and clustering problems; and be able to evaluate and interpret the results of
the algorithms.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW
This course provides a broad introduction to the methods and practice of
statistical machine learning, which is concerned with the development of
algorithms and techniques that learn from observed data by constructing
stochastic models that can be used for making predictions and decisions.
Topics covered include Bayesian inference and maximum likelihood modeling;
regression, classification, density estimation, clustering, principal component
analysis; parametric, semi-parametric, and non-parametric models; basis
functions, neural networks, kernel methods, and graphical models;
deterministic and stochastic optimization; overfitting, regularization, and
validation.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
Prediction is at the heart of almost every scientific discipline, and the study of
generalization (that is, prediction) from data is the central topic of machine
learning and statistics, and more generally, data mining. Machine learning and
statistical methods are used throughout the scientific world for their use in
handling the "information overload" that characterizes our current digital age.
Machine learning developed from the artificial intelligence community, mainly
within the last 30 years, at the same time that statistics has made major
5

advances due to the availability of modern computing. However, parts of these
two fields aim at the same goal, that is, of prediction from data. This course
provides a selection of the most important topics from both of these subjects.
LEARNING OUTCOMES






Gain knowledge about basic concepts of Machine Learning
Identify machine learning techniques suitable for a given problem
Solve the problems using various machine learning techniques
Apply Dimensionality reduction techniques.
Design application using machine learning techniques.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Overarching Themes

Concepts



Five important problems in data mining: classification, clustering,
regression, ranking, density estimation







The "top 10 algorithms in data mining"
Frameworks for knowledge discovery (CRISP-DM, KDD)
Priors in statistics
Training and testing, cross-validation
Overfitting/underfitting, structural risk minimization, bias/variance
tradeoff
Regularized learning equation
Conjugate priors and exponential families




Algorithms



Apriori (for association rule mining)



k-NN (for classification)



k-means (for clustering)



Naive Bayes (for classification)



Decision trees (for classification)



Perceptron (for classification)
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Deep Learning with Python

COURSE
CODE

VAP-08

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2015/16/17/18/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Ms. Hemlata Agarwal/
Mr. Pushpendra
Bisht/Mr. Kamal Kant
Verma

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE
Deep learning is a branch of machine learning which is completely based on
artificial neural networks, as neural network is going to mimic the human
brain so deep learning is also a kind of mimic of human brain. In deep
learning, we don’t need to explicitly program everything. The concept of deep
learning is not new. It has been around for a couple of years now. It’s on hype
nowadays because earlier we did not have that much processing power and a
lot of data. As in the last 20 years, the processing power increases
exponentially, deep learning and machine learning came in the picture.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW
Deep learning is a particular kind of machine learning that achieves great
power and flexibility by learning to represent the world as a nested hierarchy of
concepts, with each concept defined in relation to simpler concepts, and more
abstract representations computed in terms of less abstract ones.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
Deep learning algorithms seek to explore and analyze the unknown structure
in the input distribution to discover useful representations with the help of
feature learning, continually evolving and improvising with the input of
additional data.
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The scope of deep knowledge for its self-adaptive feature is boundless in today’s
time. The deep learning discipline isn’t simple, and its complete capabilities
have not yet been explored. But it is a potent branch of machine learning and
has a lot of scopes soon.
LEARNING OUTCOMES



It will adopt a core set of standards and tooling frameworks.
It is destined to be endorsed and demanded by several brands and
businesses.
 Fast coding through simplified programming frameworks
 It will be increasingly used in the field of designing and building
generative designing tools.
 Image search, photorealistic rendering, resolution enhancement, and
various other applications of deep learning is being developed and
researched for best results.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Introduction and
Feed Forward Neural
Network

Artificial Neural Network, activation function, multi-layer neural network.

Training Neural Network: Risk minimization,.
loss function, back-propagation, regularization, model selection, and
optimization
UNIT- II Conditional
Random Fields

Linear chain, partition function, Markov network, Belief propagation,
Training CRFs, Hidden Markov Model
Entropy

UNIT- III Deep
Learning

Deep Feed Forward network,
regularizations, training deep models, dropouts,
Convolutional Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network,
Deep Belief Network

UNIT-

IV

Hopfield Net,
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Probabilistic
Neural
Network
RBMs, Sigmoid net, Auto-encoders
Boltzman machine,.
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

IoT and Big Data

COURSE
CODE

VAP-07

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2016/17/18/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Rahul Kumar
Sharma/ Mr. Bhimsingh
Bohara

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE:
1. What is Internet of Things , also called as, IOT. Get to know the eco-system of IOT,
Historical perspective, Industrial automation technology fused into information
technology.
2. Start thinking rationally on IOT application with intelligence built into it
3. Think before you jump over on implementation of your next big idea in IOT domain.
4. How big data is creating great opportunity in IOT domain for aspiring big data
analytics enthusiasts. Learn the steps to define the cognitive problem statement and
then turn to solutions.
5. Decide which sub-domain of IOT you want to excel?

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any:



Anyone who wants to understand the big data and IOT business potential and
career opportunity
You should be beginner in computer science, data science and basic electronics

OVERVIEW: The Internet of things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing
devices, mechanical and digital machines provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and
the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or
human-to-computer interaction.
Internet of Things (IoT) is presently a hot technology worldwide. Government,
academia, and industry are involved in different aspects of research, implementation,
and business with IoT. IoT cuts across different application domain verticals ranging
from civilian to defense sectors.
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WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:


Latest Technology, can be used in multiple application



The Internet of Things (IoT) market is expected to reach $ 9 billion by 2020.



More than 1.9 billion devices are expected to be connected in India which leads
to grow this market 31 times from the current market share of 5.6 this year.



Incubation in Small and Big scale industry and businesses



Inculcation with machine learning AND AI creates global impact.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Apply the concepts of IOT.
2. Identify the different technology.
3. Apply IOT to different applications.
4. Analysis and evaluate protocols used in IOT.
5. Design and develop smart city in IOT.
6. Analysis and evaluate the data received through sensors in IOT.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Basics

Introduction to IoT
Sensing ; Actuation
Basics of Networking
Communication Protocols
Sensors and Sensors Sensors; Type of Sensors; Use of Sensor
Networks
Sensor Networks, Machine-to-Machine Communications
Induction of Arduino Introduction of Arduino Bords
Boards & Raspberry
Different Types of Arduino Boards
Architecture of Arduino Boards
Mapping of different types of Arduino Boards
Node MCU Basics
Mapping with ESP 8266 Board and ESP 32
Raspberry
Aurduino Programming Installing Arduino IDE
Configuration of Arduino IDE
Configuring Packages of different Platform in IDE
Basics of Programming
Programming Elements and Use
Arduino Programming Vs C Programming
Basics Code
Arduino
Interacting Basics Projects with Arduino on LED
with Board
IoT Clouds Study
1. Blynk
2. Carriot
11

Case Study and Projects

3. NodeRed
4. Thinger.IO
5. Tamboo
Projects on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Smart Home
Panic Alarm
Agriculture
Healthcare
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

HTML with PHP

COURSE
CODE

VAP-04

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2016/17/18/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

CERTIFICATION
FROM

25 Jan -07 May 2016

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

NA

27 Jan -09 May 2017
29 Jan-23 May 2018
22 Jan-27 May 2019
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

Ms. Isha Vats/
Ms. Keshavi Chauhan

(Internal)

(External)

OBJECTIVE:

1. To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming.
2. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of web site considering both
client and server side programming
3. To gain ability to develop responsive web applications
4. To explore different web extensions and web services standards
5. To learn characteristics of RIA –Web Mashup Eco System
6. To be familiarized with Python web framework-Django.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW: HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language. It is used to

design web pages using markup language. HTML is the combination of
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Hypertext and Markup language. Hypertext defines the link between the web
pages. Markup language is used to define the text document within tag
which defines the structure of web pages. This language is used to annotate
(make notes for the computer) text so that a machine can understand it and
manipulate text accordingly. Most of markup (e.g. HTML) languages are
human readable. Language uses tags to define what manipulation has to be
done on the text. HTML is a markup language which is used by the browser
to manipulate text, images and other content to display it in required format.
HTML was created by Tim Berners-Lee in 1991. The first ever version of
HTML was HTML 1.0 but the first standard version was HTML 2.0 which
was published in 1999.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: In PHP world, the release of PHP 7 is a huge
accomplishment. PHP language has improved the performance by optimizing its
memory usage. This latest improvisation in PHP is much more suitable for IoT as
well Many MNC’s are working on PHP based websites/application for rapid
growth in web/app development In today’s market of web development, half of the
websites are developed using PHP development tools which indicate the market
demand for PHP in India and future scope of PHP development
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Implement interactive web page(s) using HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
2. Design a responsive web site using HTML5 and CSS3.
3. Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.
4. Build Dynamic web site using server side PHP Programming and Database connectivity.
5. Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services.
6. Demonstrate web applicationusing Python web Framework-Django

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Introduction to
PHP

Handling Html
Form With Php

Decisions and loop

TOPICS
 Evaluation of Php
 Basic Syntax
 Defining variable and constant
 Php Data type
 Operator and Expression
 Capturing Form Data
 Dealing with Multi-value filed
 Generating File uploaded form
 Redirecting a form after submission
 Making Decisions
 Doing Repetitive task with looping
 Mixing Decisions and looping with Html
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MODULE
Function

String

Array

Working with file
and Directories

Mini Project (With
file Handling)
State management
String matching
with regular
expression
Generating Images
with PHP

Advance PHP

TOPICS
 What is a function
 Define a function
 Call by value and Call by reference
 Recursive function
 Creating and accessing String
 Searching & Replacing String
 Formatting String
 String Related Library function
 Anatomy of an Array
 Creating index based and Associative array
 Accessing array Element
 Looping with Index based array
 Looping with associative array using each() and foreach()
 Some useful Library function
 Understanding file& directory
 Opening and closing a file
 Coping ,renaming and deleting a file
 Working with directories
 Building a text editor
 File Uploading & Downloading
 Using query string(URL rewriting)
 Using Hidden field
 Using cookies
 Using session
 What is regular expression
 Pattern matching in Php
 Replacing text
 Splitting a string with a Regular Expression
 Basics of computer Graphics
 Creating Image
 Manipulating Image
 Using text in Image
 Introduction to OOPS
 Introduction
 Objects
 Declaring a class
 The new keyword and constructor
 Destructor
 Access method and properties using $this variable
 Public ,private, protected properties and methods
 Static properties and method
 Class constant
 Inheritance & code reusability
 Polymorphism
 Parent:: & self:: keyword
 Instanceof operator
 Abstract method and class
 Interface
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MODULE
Exception
Handling
Database
Connectivity with
MySql

Web Designing
HTML

CSS

Java Script

JQuery

AJAX

Understanding
Controller

Data Validation

TOPICS
 Final
 Understanding Exception and error
 Try, catch, throw
 Introduction to RDBMS
 Connection with MySql Database
 Performing basic database operation(DML) (Insert, Delete, Update,
Select)
 Setting query parameter
 Executing query
 Join (Cross joins, Inner joins, Outer Joins, Self joins.)
Mini Project
 Introduction to HTML
 HTML Tags
 Creating Forms
 Creating tables
 Managing home page
 Introduction to CSS
 Three ways to use CSS
 CSS Properties
 Designing website
 Working with Templates
 Introduction to Javascript
 Three ways to use Javascript
 Working with events
 Client-side Validation
 Introduction to JQuery
 Validation using JQuery
 JQuery Forms
 JQuery Examples
 Introduction to AJAX
 PHP with AJAX
 Working with database
 Request & Response Parameter
 Controller Action
 Request Life Cycle callbacks
 Controller method
 Redirection
 Working with component
 Understanding Model
 Creating Model for Database Table
 Retrieving Data Using Model
 Method for all Basic CURD(Create ,Read, Update, Delete)
 Create own Model method
 Making custom SQL Queries
 Understanding ORM(Object Relational Mapping)
 Working with Simple association
 one?to-one
 one-to-many
16

MODULE
View

TOPICS
 many-to-many
 Working with layout
 Create custom Layout
 Working with Helper class
 Creating and using user define Helper
 Working with element
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

HTML, CSS & JS

COURSE
CODE

VAP-03

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2016/17/18

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Dhaneshwar Kumar

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE:








Build websites and webapps
Build HTML-based mobile apps
Get a job as a junior web developer
Bid for projects on freelance websites
Start their own online business
Be a comfortable front-end developer
Be proficient with databases and server-side languages

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW:
Web development is one of the most rapidly advancing areas in the technology space. With the rise
of browser processing power and more performant JavaScript virtual machines, front end
technologies have conquered the spaces of client side web development. HTML5 and CSS3 have
become the minimum skills to attain for any web developer today. JavaScript is the most ubiquitous
language today. It is one language whose demand is constantly increasing every year, and JS skilled
resources have a wide variety of opportunities in the technology space. This VAP will open the
opportunities to advance into any form development that uses JavaScript. For instance, you can be a
backend developer by learning Nodejs, you can be a frontend developer learning any in-demand
front technologies like Angular, React, or Vue , or you can choose to be a mobile developer learning
React Native, Ionic or any native script.
HTML5 / CSS3 / Java Script all are tighter code standards to ensure greater compatibility with the
variation in devices and Operating Systems (OS). On combining these technologies one can create
complex animated websites & applications, advanced forms, rounded corners, gradients, hover
animations, image animations, drop-down menus, mega menus, image sliders, and content can be
created in all your normal ways & many more. HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language) is used to
show content on the page whereas CSS is used for presenting the page. HTML describes the
structure of a Website semantically along with presentation cues, making it a mark-up language,
rather than a programming language. HTML allows images and objects to be embedded and can be
used to create interactive forms. Similarly, JavaScript is a loosely-typed client-side scripting
language that executes in the user's web browser. A web page without JavaScript is unimaginable
today. There are many open source application development frameworks based on JavaScript.
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Developers today combine JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3 to create web pages that look good across
devices, platforms and browsers. HTML5 will provide a suitable format to your website; JavaScript
helps developers to make dynamic, interactive Webpages and CSS3 polishes the design even
further. These three combined are considered to be future as more and more companies are
adopting it due to its robust documentation and libraries.
Web applications of today cannot function without HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Most of the
outstanding web applications use all or either of these three languages including Facebook, Twitter,
Gmail, and several others. Therefore, gaining skills on these can have several benefits for the
student.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
1. Better Understand the Web
Knowing the basics of HTML / CSS / JavaScript and how they're used to create web pages is a skill
that will always be useful. They’re helpful tools for designers, marketing specialists, and many other
professionals.
For example, today's marketers must optimize, analyse, and develop landing pages, and perform
many other related functions. Without at least a basic understanding of HTML / CSS / JavaScript, it’s
impossible to get the best results.
2. Create Websites
Nowadays, it's quite easy to take a free Web template and build a website. But your website will
look like everyone else’s!
Having the knowledge of these three any student can develop the ideal website by itself like a
personal, unique web page. And you don’t need to pay someone else to do it!
3. Start a Web Career
With these added skills it opens numerous opportunities for you as a freelancer or a full-time well
paying job.
As per Payscale.com, the average salary will range from anywhere
from $63,000 to $80,000. For those students who wants to become professional Web developers,
knowledge of HTML / CSS / JavaScript is required. They can Build a career as a UI/UX designer,
front and back end developer of web apps or in Quality Assurance. Be an expert in creating apps
that can run offline, supports business intelligence and are SEO friendly. Get skilled at integrating
different social media platforms like Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Facebook and Google Maps.
4. Learn Another Languages with Greater Ease
Having a handle on the fundamentals will make learning another programming language
(like PHP, SQL…) much easier. And the more any student would know, the more job opportunities
will open up for that student.
5. Start Earning by your own
Student can start making money with HTML / CSS / JavaScript skills ALONE. Search the web and
see for yourself. You will find dozens of freelancing jobs available in HTML / CSS / JavaScript. Of
VAP, you can earn more as you learn more by adding other skills, like PHP, Photoshop, and more to
your toolbox.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES:
After Completion of the Value Added Program (VAP) any student can start career as a :
HTML5 Developer, CSS3 Expert, JavaScript Developer, Website Designer, UI Designer etc.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Module 1: Web
Programming
Introduction
Module 2: HTMLIntroduction

TOPICS
In this module, you will learn basic introduction to web development. The
fundamental technology used to define the structure of a webpage.
 Web Development Introduction
In this module, sets the stage, getting you used to important concepts and
syntax, looking at applying HTML to text, how to create hyperlinks, and how
to use HTML to structure a webpage.
 History of HTML
 What you need to do to get going and make your first HTML page
 What are HTML Tags and Attributes?
 HTML Tag vs. Element
 HTML Attributes:
 How to differentiate HTML Document Versions
Module 3: HTML-Basic In this module, HTML is used to specify whether your web content should
Formatting Tags
be recognized as a paragraph, list, heading, link, image, multimedia player,
form, or one of many other available elements or even a new element that
you define.
 HTML Basic Tags
 HTML Formatting Tags
 HTML Color Coding
Module 4: HTMLIn this module, The HTML <div> and <span> element is the generic
Grouping Using Div
container for flow content and does not inherently represent anything. Use
Span
it to group elements for purposes such as styling (using the class or id
attributes), and inline level and block level separation.
 Div and Span Tags for Grouping
Module 5: HTML-Lists In this module, The HTML <li> element is used to represent an item in a list.
It must be contained in a parent element: an ordered list (<ol>), an
unordered list (<ul>), or a menu (<menu>). In menus and unordered lists,
list items are usually displayed using bullet points, now we are going to
check how to use html list
 Unordered Lists
 Ordered Lists
 Definition list
Module 6: HTMLIn this module, the Web was just text, and it was really quite boring.
Images
Fortunately, it was not too long before the ability to embed images (and
other more interesting types of content) inside web pages was added. There
are other types of multimedia to consider, but it is logical to start with the
humble <img> element, used to embed a simple image in a webpage. This
module will help you to make use of image mapping
 Image and Image Mapping
Module 7: HTMLIn this module, Hyperlinks are important they are what makes the Web a
Hyperlink
web. This module shows the syntax required to make a link, and discusses
link best practices.
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MODULE

Module 8: HTMLTable

Module 9: HTMLIframe

Module 10: HTMLForm

Module 11: HTMLHeaders

Module 12: HTMLMiscellaneous

Module 13: CSS2/3-

TOPICS
 URL - Uniform Resource Locator
 URL Encoding
In this module, representing tabular data on a webpage in an
understandable, accessible way can be a challenge. This module covers
basic table markup, along with more complex features such as
implementing captions and summaries.
 <table>
 <th>
 <tr>
 <td>
 <caption>
 <thead>
 <tbody>
 <tfoot>
 <colgroup>
 <col>
In this module, The HTML <iframe> element represents a nested browsing
context, effectively embedding another HTML page into the current page.
This module will help you make use of iframe tag
 Attributes Using
 Iframe as the Target
In this module, Forms are a very important part of the Web — these
provide much of the functionality you need for interacting with web sites,
e.g. registering and logging in, sending feedback, buying products, and
more. This module gets you started with creating the client-side parts of
forms.
 <input>
 <textarea>
 <button>
 <select>
 <label>
In this module, The HTML <head> element provides general information
(metadata) about the document, including its title and links to its scripts
and style sheets.
 Title
 Base
 Link
 Style s
 Script
 Meta
In this module, The HTML <Meta> element represents metadata that cannot
be represented by other HTML meta-related elements, like <base>, <link>,
<script>, <style> or <title>.this module will help you learn Meta tags, xhtml
and deprecated tags
 HTML Meta Tag
 XHTML
 HTML Deprecated Tags & Attributes
font, colour, size and spacing of your content, split it into multiple columns,
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MODULE
Introduction

Module 14: CSS2Syntax

Module 15: CSS2Selectors

Module 16: CSS2Color Background
Cursor

Module 17: CSS2-Text
Fonts

TOPICS
or add animations and other decorative features. This module gets you
started on the path to CSS.
 Benefits of CSS
 CSS Versions History
 CSS Syntax
 External Style Sheet using <link>
 Multiple Style Sheets
 Value Lengths and Percentages
In this module, the basic goal of the Cascading Stylesheet (CSS) language is
to allow a browser engine to paint elements of the page with specific
features, like colors, positioning, or decorations. The CSS syntax reflects this
goal and its basic building blocks are
 CSS Syntax
 Single Style Sheets
 Multiple Style Sheets
 Value Lengths and Percentages
In this module, CSS selectors define the elements to which a set of CSS rules
apply. In this module, you will find how many selectors are there how to use
it
 ID Selectors
 Class Selectors
 Grouping Selectors
 Universal Selector
 Descendant / Child Selectors
 Attribute Selectors
 CSS – Pseudo Classes
In this module, CSS Backgrounds and Borders is a module of CSS that lets
you style elements backgrounds and borders. Backgrounds can be filled
with a color or image, clipped or resized, and otherwise modified. Borders
can be decorated with lines or images, and made square or rounded.
 background-image
 background-repeat
 background-position
 CSS Cursor
In this module, CSS Fonts that defines font-related properties and how font
resources are loaded. It lets you define the style of a font, such as its family,
size and weight, line height, and the glyph variants to use when multiple are
available for a single character
 color
 background-color
 text-decoration
 text-align
 vertical-align
 text-indent
 text-transform
 white-space
 letter-spacing
 word-spacing
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MODULE

Module 18: CSS2-Lists
Tables

Module 19:
Introduction to Java
Script

TOPICS
 line-height
 font-family
 font-size
 font-style
 font-variant
 font-weight
In this module, lists table that defines how to lay out table data.
 list-style-type
 list-style-position
 list-style-image
 list-style
This module will explain about what is the JavaScript and benefits of the
language. We can also learn how write the first JavaScript program.

Module 20: Language
Syntax

 JavaScript Introduction
This module will explain about JavaScript language syntax and how to use
the program level. And we can also learn understanding the arrays.

Module 21: Built In
Functions

 Variable declaration
 Operators
 Control Statements
 Error Handling
 Understanding arrays
 Function Declaration
This module we will learn about what are the built in functions in JavaScript
and how use the JavaScript functions.

Module 22: HTML
Forms

 Built In Functions
 Standard Date and Time Functions
In this module we will learn about how to use the forms. What are the
properties in JavaScript. HTML form validation can be done by JavaScript.

Module 23: HTML
DOM

 HTML Document object Model
 Working with HTML form and its elements
In this module we will learn about JavaScript can access and change all the
elements of an HTML document.

Module 24: Cookies

Module 25: Working
with Objects and
Classes

 HTML Document object Model
 Working with HTML form and its elements
 Other Document Object Model
In this module we will learn about how to use the cookies. What are the
advantages of the cookies and how to create cookies?
 Working with cookies
In this module we will learn about what is the use of objects and how to call
the data. We can also learn about inheriting data.


Working with Objects
23

MODULE

TOPICS
 Call method in JavaScript
 Inheritance in JavaScript using prototype
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Basic Python

COURSE
CODE

VAP-02

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2016/17/18/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Ms. Bharti Sharma/
Mr. Maneesh Pant

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE
The course is designed to provide basic knowledge of Python. Python
programming is intended for software engineers, system analysts, program
managers and user support personnel who wish to learn the Python
programming language.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any:NA
OVERVIEW

Python is a widely used general-purpose, high level programming
language. It was created by Guido van Rossum in 1991 and further developed
by the Python Software Foundation. It was designed with an emphasis on
code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to express their concepts
in fewer lines of code.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE Python has been voted for the most favorite

programming language of all time. It is undoubtedly beating other
programming languages. It has been used for developing almost every kind of
applications whether it is web applications or game applications. Numerous
programmers have increased the use of Python programming languages and it
is certainly used worldwide. Python programmers would be the most
demandable in the future of IT industries which makes Python future brighter.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
After completing this course the studentswill be able to demonstrate the knowledge and
ability :
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To understand why Python is a useful scripting language for developers.



To learn how to design and program Python applications.



To learn how to use lists, tuples, and dictionaries in Python programs.



To learn how to identify Python object types.




To learn how to use indexing and slicing to access data in
Python programs.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Module 1 - Introduction to Python and
Computer Programming



Python - a tool, not a reptile



There is more than one Python



Let's start our Python adventure

Module 2 - Data Types, Variables, Basic
Input-Output Operations, Basic Operators

Module 3 - Boolean Values, Conditional
Execution, Loops, Lists and List
Processing, Logical and Bitwise Operations

Module 4 - Functions, Tuples, Dictionaries,
and Data Processing
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Your first program









Python literals
Operators - data manipulation tools
Variables - data-shaped boxes
Making decisions in Python
Python's loops
Logic and bit operations in Python
Lists - collections of data



Sorting simple lists - the bubble sort
algorithm



Writing functions in Python



How functions communicate with their
environment?



Returning a result from a function



Scopes in Python

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Computer H/W, S/W, N/W
Troubleshooting

COURSE
CODE

VAP-01

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2016/17/18/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Taresh Singh/
Mr. Priyabrat Kumar

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE
This course is an exploratory, first course in computer hardware systems and
maintenance designed primarily for students in engineering. However, it also
meets the need of students in other fields, as a course that provides hands-on
training in the installation, configuration, optimization and upgrading of
computer systems. As a practical course, the focus is to impart useful skills on
the students in order to enhance ability to install, troubleshoot, repair and
maintain computer systems. Topics to be covered include introduction to
computer systems, computer system parts, maintenance techniques,
approaches and tools; diagnostic techniques; system assembly and installation;
troubleshooting and repair of computer systems and accessories; portable
computers, etc
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any: NA
OVERVIEW
Computer hardware is the physical components that a computer system
requires to function. It encompasses everything with a circuit board that
operates within a PC or laptop; including the motherboard, graphics card, CPU
(Central Processing Unit), ventilation fans, webcam, power supply, and so on.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
Hardware and Networking professional can find employment in public and
private sector. Hardware developing companies are the favored place for most
of the Hardware engineers. They can seek to be employed in corporate houses,
industries, public sector undertakings.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
o Introduce students to the installation, configuration, optimization
and upgrading of computer systems.
o Introduce students to troubleshooting and maintaining the
computer system.
o Provide students with opportunities to develop basic techniques with
respect the hardware of a computer system.
o Demonstration of i5 PC trainer kit.
o Introduction of Computer Network, Uses, Types of Network, Topology,
Troubleshooting.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Introduction about Computer

Introduction of Computer, Evolution of the Computer, Computer
Generations, Types of Computer, Characteristics of Computers,
Classification of Computers, Basic Applications of Computer,
Components of a Computer System, Computer Memories System, Input
/ Output Devices, Concept of Hardware & Software, Binary System,
Digital Number System, Computer Virus & Vaccines / Anti-Virus,
Network, IECT, E-Governance, Exercise

MS-Windows – 7

Introduction, Different Versions of Windows 7, Basic Elements of
Opening Screen, Elements of a window, Windows Accessories, WordPad,
Notepad, MS-Paint, Calculator, Character Map, Control Panel, Switching
between two windows, Searching Files/Folders, Windows Explorer,
Folder, Recycle Bin, Start Menu, Use of Network, Disk Defragment,
Personal Folders, Shortcut Keys, Exercise

MS-Windows - 10

Introduction, Release, New Features, User Interface and desktop,
System and Security, Online Services and functionality, Multimedia and
Gaming, DirectX 12, System Requirements, Exercise.

Internet

Introduction, WWW, Web Browsing Software, Configuring Web Browser,
Search Engines, Downloading Web Page, About E-mail, Using E-mail,
Handling Spam, Social Networking, Send SMS on Mobile, Exercise

Multimedia

Introduction of Multimedia, VGA, Sound Card, Use of Removable Disk,
CD/ DVD, Burning, Exercise
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Node JS and Angular JS

COURSE
CODE

VAP-03

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2018/19

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Dhaneshwar Kumar

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE


The main objective of Angular JS is to reduce the code to build user
interface applications
 To create single page applications
 To restore data from back-end server and manipulate it easily
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any:
A strong foundation in JavaScript is a prerequisite for this course, as well as
basic HTML.
OVERVIEW: Both NodeJS and AngularJS are widely used and open source JavaScript-based
technologies. AngularJS is a JavaScript framework, whereas NodeJS is a cross-platform runtime
environment. As a client-side JavaScript framework, AngularJS Angular enables developers to
create dynamic web applications based on model-view-controller (MVC) architectural pattern and
using HTML as a template language. At the same time, NodeJS helps programmers to build scalable
server-side applications by using JavaScript as a server-side programming language. Hence, NodeJS
and AngularJS differ from each other in the category of architecture, functionality, performance, and
usage.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
As a web developer, you’ll need to learn how to use new frameworks on a
regular basis. AngularJS is a full-featured framework that is incredibly popular
among developers. For single-page applications, the AngularJS framework
creates rich interactive features for a real-time experience.
It’s friendly to developers and has a supportive and active community. Products
built with AngularJS include YouTube Video Manager, The Weather Channel
site, several Google products, and Tinder.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Session 1:
Introduction to
HTML

Session 2:
Introduction to CSS

Session 3:
Introduction to
JavaScript

Session 4: Angular
JS Basics

Session 5: Directives

Session 6: Angular
JS Modules

TOPICS


HTML Basics, Elements, Attributes, Styles



Forms, Form Elements, Input Element Types



Input Attributes, File Paths, Script tag



CSS Introduction, Syntax, Selectors, Styling



CSS Tables, CSS Box Models



CSS Opacity, CSS Navigation Bar, Dropdowns



JavaScript Statements, Keywords, Functions



JavaScript Programs, Operators, Functions



Function Parameters, Function Return Types



What is AngularJS?, Why AngularJS?



Features of Angular JS, Model-View-Controller



 Why MVC matters, MVC-The Angular JS way



Introduction to Directives, Directive Lifecycle



Using Angular JS built-in directives



Creating a custom directive



Introduction to Angular JS Modules



Bootstrapping Angular JS
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

PHP with Laravel
Framework

COURSE
CODE

VAP-04

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2020

COURSE
DURATION

Full Semester

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Mr. Sonu

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

NA

OBJECTIVE Laravel is a free, open source PHP web application framework, designed for the
development of Model-View-Controller (MVC) web applications. In this training, we begin by
preparing an environment and learning how to install and configure Laravel. Laravel is a
modern, dynamic and powerful PHP framework for web development. Laravel allows you to
develop applications which are flexible, user-friendly and clean. If you have knowledge of PHP
then this course is for you.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any:Knowledge of PHP and MySQL is enough
OVERVIEW
Laravel is a free, open source PHP web application framework, designed for the
development of model-view-controller (MVC) web applications. In this training,
we will begin by preparing a dev environment and learning how to install and
configure Laravel. Laravel is modern, dynamic and powerful PHP Framework
for web development. Laravel allows you to develop applications which are
flexible, user-friendly and clean. If you have knowledge of PHP then this course
is easy for you. We provide professional and advance Laravel training for the
affordable price.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
LEARNING OUTCOMES
After completing this course the student is able to demonstrate the knowledge
and ability to:
Learn to build applications using Laravel
To install Laravel using Windows and MAC.
Will learn to use the template engine blade.
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How to connect and use databases.
Will learn about Laravel ORM (Object Relational Mapper) and Raw SQL queries.
Database stuff.
How to use Laravel Tinker - Command line program to play around with
Laravel without persisting data.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS

Introduction of
Laravel PHP
Framework







HTML Template to
Laravel Blade
Template



Installing Laravel
Artisan CLI ( command-line interface )
Laravel Directory Structure
Configuring a new Laravel project
Artisan command to generate boilerplate code for a
controller
Extending the master layout



Displaying variables



Blade conditional statements



Blade Loops



Executing PHP functions in blade



Displaying Your Views



Creating and using a basic views



Loading a view into another view/nested views

Creating a
registration & user
login form



Setup Admin Panel



Using Artisan command to create inbuilt user register and
login system – Authenticating Your Application
Adding Custom Fields to Registration Form
Creating user profile page
Setup Admin Panel using Bootstrap theme



Create Admin login



Creating an admin authentication system
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Encrypting and decrypting data



Setup Admin Panel using Bootstrap theme
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ENGINEERING
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COURSE NAME

Traditional and Recent
Trends in Civil Engineering

COURSE CODE

VAP/CE/ODD SEM/I

COURSE OFFERED
TO

1st Year Students (Civil)

COURSE
DURATION

40 Hrs

OBJECTIVE
 To provide the basic knowledge about the Traditional and Recent Trends in Civil
Engineering.
 To know about various fields, scope, Interdisciplinary applications and role of Civil
Engineering in country’s economic development.
 To present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as
practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of Recent Trends
in Civil Engineering.
PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any
 Students should have the basic understanding of building materials used in Civil
Engineering.
 Students should be familiar with the basic terminology used in Civil Engineering.
OVERVIEW
 This course provides the brief classification of engineering disciplines, applications of
engineering in real world, scope, Interdisciplinary applications and role of Civil
Engineering in country’s economic development.
 The course is further elaborated to advancements in civil which will provide advanced
knowledge about various fields of Civil Engineering and will help students to learn
core courses at a higher pace.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
 This course will be helpful in developing the basic understanding of Civil Engineering
and recent technology, attracts the young minds to do something creative and fruitful
in this field.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
 To help prepare for the changes in design and construction firms
 Interesting brainstorming sessions and fascinating outputs



More placement opportunities
Making students industry ready

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
MODULE 1

Building
Material

MODULE 2

Disaster
management








TOPICS
Conventional and advanced materials
Research and development in smart material
Modern concepts of materials
Material testing
Case study of Kedarnath flood 2013
Case study of Nepal earthquake, 2015
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and mitigation

MODULE 3

Hydraulics and
hydropower
engineering

MODULE 4

Surveying

MODULE 5

Environment
engineering

 Seismic hazard, vulnerability and risk assessment
 Disaster management strategies
 Utilization of flowing energy of water develop the
power
 Environmental management and sediment
transport
 River hydraulics – a view from midstream
 GIS and GPS concepts
 Remote sensing for human disaster management
 Drones or UAV ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicle for
surveying
 Green building
 Energy efficient building
 Waste management
 Sewage water treatment
 Rain water harvesting
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COURSE NAME

Computer Hardware and
Networking

COURSE CODE

VAP/CE/EVEN
SEM/II

COURSE OFFERED
TO

B.Tech. First Year

COURSE
DURATION

36 Hours

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this course are to:
 Introduce students to the installation, configuration, optimization and upgrading of
computer systems.
 Introduce students to troubleshooting and maintaining the computer system.
 Provide students with opportunities to develop basic techniques with respect the
hardware of a computer system.
 Demonstration of i5 PC trainer kit.
 Introduction of Computer Network, Uses, Types of Network, Topology,
Troubleshooting.
PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW
This course is an exploratory, first course in computer hardware systems and maintenance
designed primarily for students in engineering. However, it also meets the need of students
in other fields, as a course that provides hands-on training in the installation, configuration,
optimization and upgrading of computer systems. As a practical course, the focus is to
impart useful skills on the students in order to enhance ability to install, troubleshoot,
repair and maintain computer systems. Topics to be covered include introduction to
computer systems, computer system parts, maintenance techniques, approaches and tools;
diagnostic techniques; system assembly and installation; troubleshooting and repair of
computer systems and accessories; portable computers, etc.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
Hardware and Networking professional can find employment in public and private
sector. Hardware developing companies are the favored place for most of
the Hardware engineers. They can seek to be employed in corporate houses, industries,
public sector undertakings.
Which course is best after hardware and networking?





PG courses (after graduation)
M.E. or M.Tech. in IT and Networking – 2 years.
M.E. or M.Tech. in Networking and Cyber Security – 2 years.
M.Sc.
M.Sc.
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PG Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.
PG Diploma in Hardware and Networking – 1 to 2 years.
Advanced Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.
Computer hardware is the physical components that a computer system requires to
function. It encompasses everything with a circuit board that operates within a PC or
laptop; including the motherboard, graphics card, CPU (Central Processing Unit),
ventilation fans, webcam, power supply, and so on.
LEARNING OUTCOMES




Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to:
(Knowledge based)
 Explain how a PC works, and understand the relationship between hardware and
software;
 Classify and explain the function of different computer hardware components;
 Understand purpose and functions of an operating system (OS);
 Understand the purpose and functions of the computer peripherals;
 Understand diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to personal
computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer peripherals.
(Skills)
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade personal computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the portable computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the operating system;
 To be able to perform diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to
personal computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer peripheral
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
TOPICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Experimental
11.
and hands-on
12.
training
13.
14.
15.

1.

Sub Heading
Identifying Computer Hardware Devices
Identifying Computer Assembly
Identifying external ports and interfacing
PC Identifying Problems & Troubleshooting
Operating System Installation
Printer – Installation / Troubleshooting
Introduction to LAN
Introduction to LAPTOPS
Hands on Training on PC Trainer KIT
Hands on Training on LAN Trainer KIT
Hands on Training on UPS Trainer KIT
Hands on Training on Monitor Trainer KIT
Preventive maintenance of a PC
Understanding CMOS
Working with Backups and Archival utilities
NEW IN VAP COURSE
SSD (Solid State Drive)
Over view of SSD , History, Working , Features , Difference
between SDD vs HDD
Wi – Fi Router (Access Point)
Over view of Access Point,History, Working, Features,
Configuration
Assembly of PC Hardware in Fiber Sheet Cabinet

2.

Assembly of Single Board Computer (Raspberry PI)

3.

Finding at least 20 types of PC Hardware Faults Using PC Trainer KIT

4.

Setting up the working LAN topology using Network KIT

5.

Finding faults in UPS using UPS Trainer KIT

16.
17.

COURSE NAME

Building Information Modeling
using AutoCAD 3D

COURSE CODE

VAP/CE/ODD
SEM/III

COURSE
OFFERED TO

CE 2nd Year Students

COURSE
DURATION

36 hours

OBJECTIVE: The course is designed to aid students in acquiring skills that would help them
in detailed engineering drawings (2D) & basic 3D models using AutoCAD.
PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any:
Autodesk CAD installed in order to follow the exercises.
OVERVIEW:
This course provides the Knowledge about AutoCAD software and drafting and drawings of
various components of the buildings involved in Civil Engineering with the help of
AutoCAD.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
AutoCAD lets engineers to draw complicated drawings in the simplest way. It is easy to
learn and is useful to convey a design to others, even to a layman in the most clear and
understandable way. AutoCAD is considered to be the universal language of design
engineers.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:




A student will able to know how to apply engineering drawing using computers
A student can understand about the scope of Auto CAD software
A student will know what is plan and how modelling is done in auto CAD software.

COURSE OUTLINE:
MODULE
TOPICS
1.
CAD Hardware and configuration
2.
Basic drawing commands:
3.
Editing Drawings:
4.
Inquiry Commands
5.
Dimensioning and Drafting Commands
3-Dimensioning Drafting, Advanced Display Modes,
6.
AutoCAD Rendering and Material Attachment
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COURSE NAME

Building Information
Modeling using Autodesk
REVIT Software

COURSE CODE

VAP/CE/ODD
SEM/III

COURSE OFFERED TO

CE2ndYear Students

COURSE
DURATION

36Hrs

OBJECTIVE:
 The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge about The Autodesk Revit
software.
 This course enables the students to harness the power of BIM with Autodesk Revit
for Structure for their specific use.
 In course emphasizes on physical modelling, analytical modelling, and quantity
scheduling.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
 Students should know the basics of the design of the structures.
 Students need a pc with Autodesk Revit installed in order to follow the exercises.
 He/She must be able to visualize the 3D concept of building services.
OVERVIEW:
The course enables the students to become familiar with the graphic interface of the
program Autodesk Revit, then we will learn how to set up a project from scratch, establish
structural grid lines and reference lines and start setting up structural columns and
modeling using Revit.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
This course is important for the students who are interested in automated drawing, design,
architecture, this is the right course for them. Drawing time will be radically reduced.
This course is specially meant for students and professionals in structural engineering, civil
engineering, and allied fields in the building industry.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
 Revit supports Architectural, Structural and MEPF (Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing&
Fire-fighting) Modelling as well as their co-ordination.
 Revit allows you to create detailed and drafted views providing clarity about the
structural elements and the constituents it is made up of. This helps in documentation.
 Revit comprises of parametric components which enables you to create a project with
parametric building elements like- Door, Window, Wall etc. which can be edited as the
project demands.
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
TOPICS
1.
Introduction to Autodesk Revit 2018 for Structure
2
Getting Started with a Structural Project and Setting up a Structural
Project
3.
Structural Columns and Walls
4.
Foundations, Beams, Floors, and Open Web Joists
5
Editing Tools , Documenting Models and Creating Families
6
Standard Views, Details, and Schedules
7
3D Views, Sheets, Analysis, Reinforcements
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COURSE NAME:

Modeling and Simulation of
Structural Elements using
STAAD.Pro (I)

COURSE OFFERED
TO:

B.Tech (CE)

COURSE CODE

COURSE
DURATION:

VAP/CE/EVEN
SEM/IV
36 HOURS

OBJECTIVE: It will teach all the aspects of the software from very basic and will take
students to the higher levels of the software as the course progresses. The VAP course has
been very systematically arranged so that student has better understanding of the
software. Once the course is completed, students will have all the necessary knowledge to
do structural design of a building. Students can work as a structural designer or can do the
structural design of buildings on their own projects
PRE REQUISITE(s)
Students must have proper knowledge of the concepts of shear force and bending
moments.
Students should have clarity of basic concepts of strength and materials and basic
structural analysis.
OVERVIEW:
STAAD.Pro is one of the most widely-used software for developing and analyzing the
designs of various structures, such as petrochemical plants, tunnels, bridges etc. STAAD.Pro
v8i, the latest version, allows civil engineering
Individuals to analyze structural designs in terms of factors like force, load, displacements
etc.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
STAAD Pro comes with flexible modeling environment, advanced features, and fluent
data collaboration. It is the world’s number one structural analysis and design
software that supports Indian and all international codes.
STAAD Pro allows structural engineers to analyze and design virtually any type of
structure. Structural engineering firms, structural consultants, Departments in
construction companies, owner/operators, and government agencies, and offshore
platform designers’ use this software extensively.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Students will be able to
Learn all the commands of software after completion of course.
Apply fundamental concept of shear force and bending moment in analyzing
structural elements.
Analyze and Design of beams
Analyze and Design of column
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Analyze and Design single storey and multistory frames with respect to various
loadings
COURSE OUTLINE:
MODULE
TOPICS
Module 1
Introductory class to shear force and bending moment
Module 2
Basic Concepts of Reinforced Concrete
Module 3
Basic concepts of moving load and frames
Module 4
Basics for beginners
Module 5
Analysis of beams
Module 6
Analysis of continuous beam with various loading
Module 7
Analysis of frame
Module 8
Analysis of multistory frame
Module 9
Analysis of frame with various load combinations
Module 10
Moving load analysis
Module 11
Design of beams
Module 12
Design of columns
Module 13
Design of single storey building
Module 14
Design of multistory frame
Module 15
Design of RCC building
Module 16
Wind load analysis on RCC building
Module 17
Earthquake load analysis
Module 18
Design and analysis of steel truss
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COURSE
NAME

Modeling and Simulation of
Structural Elements using
STAAD.PRO (II)

COURSE
OFFERED TO:

B.Tech (CE)

COURSE CODE

VAP/CE/ODD
SEM/V

COURSE DURATION:

36 HOURS

OBJECTIVE:
STAAD is the abbreviation for Structural Analysis and Design. STAAD.Pro is one of the
popular software that is used for analyzing & designing structures like – buildings,
towers, bridges, industrial, transportation and utility structures. Designs may include
any building structures like tunnels, culverts, bridges, piles, petrochemical plants; and
building materials like timber, concrete, steel, cold-formed steel, and aluminum.
It will teach all the aspects of the software from basic and will take students to the
advance levels of the software as the course progresses. The VAP course has been
very systematically arranged so that student has better understanding of the
software. Once the course is completed, students will have all the necessary
knowledge to do structural design of a building. Students can work as a structural
designer or can do the structural design of buildings on their own projects
PRE REQUISITE(s)
Students must have proper knowledge of the concepts of shear force and bending
moments
Students should have clarity of basic concepts of strength and materials and basic
structural analysis.
Students should have the knowledge about wind and seismic codal provisions
Students should have command on the manual displacement methods
Students should have studied concrete and steel codes
OVERVIEW:
STAAD.Pro is one of the most widely-used software for developing and analyzing
the designs of various structures, such as petrochemical plants, tunnels, bridges etc.
STAAD.Pro v8i, the latest version, allows Civil Engineering individuals to analyze
structural designs in terms of factors like force, load, displacements etc.
The STAAD.Pro v8i software training also offers proficiency in using the seismology;
report generation; and steel and foundation design features. After completing the
STAAD.Pro v8i training, students can work as Structure Designers, Project
Managers, Building Analysts, Quality Analysts, Bridge, Designers etc.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
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STAAD. Pro comes with flexible modeling environment, advanced features, and
fluent data collaboration. It is the world’s number one structural analysis and design
software that supports Indian and all international codes.
STAAD. Pro allows structural engineers to analyze and design virtually any type of
structure. Structural engineering firms, structural consultants, Departments in
construction companies, owner/operators, and government agencies, and offshore
platform designers’ use this software extensively.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
After the completion of course, Students will be able to
Learn wind load and seismic load analysis with respect to various loadings
Apply steel code in analyzing steel structural elements
Analyze steel trusses of various types
Analyze single storey building
Analyze and Design of G+4 commercial building
Analyze one slab and two slab
COURSE OUTLINE:
MODULE
TOPICS
Module 1
Introductory class of moving load and wind load concepts
Module 2
Basic concepts of seismic analysis
Module 3
Basic concepts about various displacement methods
Module 4
Moving load analysis
Module 5
Wind load analysis on RCC building
Module 6
Earthquake load analysis
Module 7
Design and analysis of steel truss type I
Module 8
Design and analysis of steel truss type II
Module 9
Analysis of continuous beam and verification by slope deflection method
Module 10 Analysis of frame and verification by slope deflection method
Module 11 Analysis of continuous beam and verification by moment distribution method
Module 12 Analysis of frame and verification by moment distribution method
Module 13 Analysis and design of one way slab
Module 14 Analysis and design of two way slab
Module 15 Analysis and design of steel beam
Module 16 Analysis and design of steel column
Module 17 Analysis and design of steel single storey building
Module 18 Analysis and design of G+4 commercial building
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COURSE NAME

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF
BUILDINGS USING
SAP2000 SOFTWARE

COURSE CODE

COURSE OFFERED
TO

CE 3rd year STUDENTS

COURSE
DURATION

VAP/CE/EVEN/SEM/VI

36 HRS

OBJECTIVE
 The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge of analysis and design of any type of
structural system.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
 Students should know the basic building materials, their properties and behavior.
 Students should be aware of the concepts of bending moments, shear forces.
 Students should know the various types of loads and load combinations.
OVERVIEW
SAP2000 is a structural analysis and design software developed by CSI america.From its 3D
object based graphical modeling environment to the wide variety of analysis and design
options completely integrated across one powerful user interface, SAP2000 has proven to be
the most integrated, productive and practical general purpose structural program on the
market today. SAP2000 is used not only for buildings but for all types of general structures
like stadiums, water retaining tanks, airport hangers, chimneys etc. It has predefined
templates for the ease of modeling such complicated structures.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
 This intuitive interface allows creating structural models rapidly and intuitively
without long learning curve delays.
 The power of SAP2000 can be harnessed for all analysis and design tasks, including
small day-to-day problems.
 SAP2000 is the easiest, most productive solution for structural analysis and design
needs.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
After this course students will be able to
 Learn analysis of structures using software means.
 Learn design of structures using software means.
 They can become aware of the market trends in civil engineering discipline.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE TOPICS
1
SAP: Introduction, History & Current Capabilities
2
SAP 2000,Mathematical Modeling Overview
3
Types of Load used in SAP 2000
4
Step by Step Procedure for seismic Analysis as per IS 1893 (Part1): 2002
5
Analysis: Linear, Non-linear
6
Modeling of Floor Diaphragms, Soil-Foundation, Staircase, Infill
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Model Formation of G+5 Building: (Frame, Grid, Truss, Wall)
Define Material & Frame Sections, Define Rigid Diaphragms
Define Frame Object & Restraint used, Define Replicate Objects
Define Load Patterns: Dead, Live, Analysis of Model
Define Response Spectrum Function, Mass Source, Analysis of Model
Define Load Combination & Design Parameters
Tutorial 1: Analysis of 2D & 3D four Storey RC Buildings
Tutorial 2: Analysis & Design of 2D Model of four Storey RC Buildings
Tutorial 3: Analysis & Design of four Storey RC Buildings
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COURSE NAME
COURSE OFFERED
TO

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF
STRUCTURES USING
COURSE CODE
ETABS
CE 4th year STUDENTS

COURSE
DURATION

VAP/CE/ODD
SEM/VII

36 HRS

OBJECTIVE:
 The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge to the students of analysis and
design of any type of buildings.
 To make the students efficient in using this application so that students can grab the
in-demand job opportunities in the design and construction industry.
PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any
There is no such pre requisite to learn ETABS, but if the student have knowledge of given
below concepts, this will help to understand the software better.
 Students should know the basic building materials, their properties and behaviors.
 Students should be aware of the concepts of bending moments, shear forces etc.
 Students should know the various types of loads and load combinations.
OVERVIEW
ETABS is a sophisticated, yet easy to use, special purpose analysis and design program
developed specifically for building systems. ETABS 2016 features an intuitive and powerful
graphical interface coupled with unmatched modeling, analytical, design, and detailing
procedures, all integrated using a common database. Although quick and easy for simple
structures, ETABS can also handle the largest and most complex building models, including
a wide range of nonlinear behaviors necessary for performance-based design, making it the
tool of choice for structural engineers in the building industy.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
 CAD drawings can be converted directly into ETABS models or used as templates onto
which ETABS objects may be overlaid.
 allows extremely large and complex models to be rapidly analyzed
 Supports nonlinear modeling techniques such as construction sequencing and time
effects (e.g., creep and shrinkage).
 Models may be realistically rendered, and all results can be shown directly on the
structure.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
After this course students will be able to
 Learn analysis of structures using software means.
 Learn design of structures using software means.
 They can become aware of the market trends in civil engineering discipline.
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
TOPICS
1
Introduction: Basics of the software
2
Modeling Process overview, Properties, Nonlinear Hinges, Load Patterns
3
Functions P-Delta, Modal Cases, Load Cases, Load Combinations
4
Design Settings, Detailing, Output and Display Options
Base Units and Design Codes, Draw Grids, Define and edit Story Levels, Draw
5
Dimension Lines, Draw Joint Objects, Save the Model
Draw Structural Objects, Draw Beam/Column Objects, Draw Floor/Wall
6
Objects
Assigning Properties- Assign Joint, Frame, Shell, Joint, Assign Loads to Frame
7
Shell
View the Model, Defining Properties, Material Properties, Section Properties,
8
Load Patterns, Load Cases, Load Combinations
9
Linear Static Analysis,
10
P-Delta Analysis,
11
Nonlinear Static Analysis,
12
Modal Analysis, Mass Source, Response Spectrum Analysis
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COURSE NAME
COURSE OFFERED
TO

Advance Surveying Techniques
(GNSS and Advance Surveying
using DGPS)
CE 4th Year Students

COURSE
CODE

VAP/CE/EVEN
SEM/VIII

COURSE
DURATION

36 Hrs

OBJECTIVE:
 The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge about various modern surveying
Techniques used in Civil Engineering.
 To know various applications of these modern surveying Technique.
 To familiarize the students with CAD and TBC software and its application in
surveying.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
 Students should be available to apply basic principles of surveying and
triangulations.
 Students should be familiar to AUTOCAD and GIS.
OVERVIEW:
This course provides the Knowledge about various modern surveying techniques used in
Civil Engg clubbed with software applications of CAD and TBC.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
This course provides the practical knowledge and working of modern surveying
instruments for civil engineering applications.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
 Students will be able to apply various surveying tools used in Civil Engineering with
practical training on modern instruments.
 Students will be able to process data in CAD and TBC software for real time field
applications of surveying in Civil Engineering.
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE TOPICS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Basics of Vernier Theodolite and curve setting with Theodolite
Aerial mapping and basics of plane table surveying.
Leveling through auto level for fixing center line of foundation.
Comprehensive use of total station for solving real time field problems.
Introduction to GNSS and application of DGPS on static mode.
Demarcation of land in RTK mode through DGPS and processing of
data in TBC software.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND
TELECOMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME
COURSE
OFFERED TO
CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Computer Hardware
and Networking

COURSE
CODE

VAP 01

B.Tech. First Year

COURSE
DURATION

34 Hours

College of
Engineering Roorkee
(COER)
COURSE
NA
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

Priyabrat Kumar

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this course are to:
 Introduce students to the installation, configuration, optimization and
upgrading of computer systems.
 Introduce students to troubleshooting and maintaining the computer system.
 Provide students with opportunities to develop basic techniques with respect
the hardware of a computer system.
 Demonstration of i5 PC trainer kit.
 Introduction of Computer Network, Uses, Types of Network, Topology,
Troubleshooting.

PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW
This course is an exploratory, first course in computer hardware systems and
maintenance designed primarily for students in engineering. However, it also meets
the need of students in other fields, as a course that provides hands-on training in
the installation, configuration, optimization and upgrading of computer systems.
As a practical course, the focus is to impart useful skills on the students in order
to enhance ability to install, troubleshoot, repair and maintain computer systems.
Topics to be covered include introduction to computer systems, computer system
parts, maintenance techniques, approaches and tools; diagnostic techniques;
system assembly and installation; troubleshooting and repair of computer systems
and accessories; portable computers, etc

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
53

Hardware and Networking professional can find employment in public and private
sector. Hardware developing companies are the favored place for most of
the Hardware engineers. They can seek to be employed in corporate houses,
industries, public sector undertakings.

Which course is best after hardware and networking?
PG courses (after graduation)








M.E. or M.Tech. in IT and Networking – 2 years.
M.E. or M.Tech. in Networking and Cyber Security – 2 years.
M.Sc.
M.Sc.
PG Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.
PG Diploma in Hardware and Networking – 1 to 2 years.
Advanced Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.

Computer hardware is the physical components that a computer system requires to
function. It encompasses everything with a circuit board that operates within a PC or
laptop; including the motherboard, graphics card, CPU (Central Processing Unit),
ventilation fans, webcam, power supply, and so on.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to:
(Knowledge based)
 Explain how a PC works, and understand the relationship between hardware
and software;
 Classify and explain the function of different computer hardware components;
 Understand purpose and functions of an operating system (OS);
 Understand the purpose and functions of the computer peripherals;
 Understand diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to personal
computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer peripherals.
(Skills)
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade personal computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the portable computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the operating system;
 To be able to perform diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to
personal computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer
peripherals
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
S No

TOPICS
Heading

Sub Heading

18.

Identifying Computer Hardware
Devices

19.

Identifying Computer Assembly
Identifying external ports and
interfacing
PC Identifying Problems &
Troubleshooting

20.
21.
22.

Operating System Installation

23.

Printer – Installation /
Troubleshooting

24.

Introduction to LAN

25.

Introduction to LAPTOPS

26.
27.
Experimental and hands-on
training

28.
29.

Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
Trainer KIT

Hours
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs

on PC Trainer

2 Hrs

on LAN Trainer

2 Hrs

on UPS Trainer

2 Hrs

on Monitor

2 Hrs

30.

Preventive maintenance of a PC

31.

Understanding CMOS

32.

Working with Backups and
Archival utilities

2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs

NEW IN VAP COURSE

1.

SSD (Solid State Drive)
Over view of SSD, History,
Working,Features,
Difference
between SDD vs HDD
Wi – Fi Router (Access Point)
Over view of Access Point,
History,
Working,Features,
Configuration
Assembly of PC Hardware in Fiber Sheet Cabinet

2.

Assembly of Single Board Computer (Raspberry PI)

3.

Finding at least 20 types of PC Hardware Faults Using PC Trainer KIT

4.

Setting up the working LAN topology using Network KIT

33.

34.
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2 Hrs

2 Hrs

5.

Finding faults in UPS using UPS Trainer KIT
Total Contact Hours
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34 Hours

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME: Digital
Integrated Circuit Simulation

COURSECODE:
VAP/ET/EVEN SEM/II

COURSE OFFERED TO: ET-1st
Year

COURSE
DURATION:From
January, 2019 To April,
2019
(32 Hrs)

CERTIFICATION FROM:College
of Engineering Roorkee, COER
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
(Internal):
(External):
Akhil Dangwal, Assistant Professor, ET Deptt
OBJECTIVE:Boolean logic simulators can simulate electronic logic gates &
logic circuits in an interactive environment on your computer
PRE REQUISITE(s): Binary Number System
OVERVIEW:Draw Schematics and Simulate the Digital Logic Circuits in Real
Time
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: Such Environments Are Often Used To Design
Circuits Before Implementing Them With Real ElectronicComponents.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:



Hands-on learning environment for teaching logic gates and circuits
The designer can also develop 2D drawings for the product
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

PLCs

COURSE
CODE

VAP/ET/ODD
SEM/III

COURSE
OFFERED TO

ET2ndYear Students

COURSE
DURATION

3 Months
(90 Days)

CERTIFICATION
FROM

PROLIFIC SYSTEMS &
TECHNOLOGIES PVT.
LTD.

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

COURSE
1.ANIL KUMAR
INSTRUCTOR 2. SANDEEPSAINI
(External)

OBJECTIVE:


The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge about various controllers used in
industries.



To know various analog and digital logics used in automation and their implementation
by using PLC ladder diagram.



To familiar the students with basic electrical wiring and relay logics.

PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any



Students should have knowledge of basic electronics and electrical.
Students should be familiar of basic computer.

OVERVIEW:
This course provides the Knowledge about various industrial controllers used in industrial
automation.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
This course is very important because with the help of this course students will
know about Programmable logic controllers that can be used for industrial
automation.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
58



Students will be able to interface sensors and actuators with programmable logic
controller.



Students will be able to implement star and delta type wiring connections.



Students will be able to implement various logics in designing of industrial
automation processes.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
1.

TOPICS
PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS



































Introduction to Industrial Automation
History of Automation
Advantages of Automation
Application of Automation
Equipments / Components of Automation
Introduction to PLC hardware and role in automation
Architectural Evolution of PLC
Introduction to the field devices attached to PLC
PLC Fundamentals - (Block diagram of PLC's)
Detail information about PLC components
Power supply, CPU, I/Os, Communication bus
Various ranges available in PLC’s
Types of Inputs & outputs / Source Sink Concepts
Wiring of the I/O devices
Concept of flags
Scan cycle execution
Setting up PLCs / Connecting CPU, I/O modules
Rack, Backplane and Communication bus
Connecting Field devices to PLCs I/Os
Installing and to starting the programming terminals
Introduction to PLC programming software
Addressing concepts
Introduction to bit, byte & word concepts
Programming instructions arithmetic and logical
Load /and /or/out / and Read / Write
Compare / Add / Sub /And /Or – Blocks
Leading edge / trailing edge instructions
MOVE block application
Timer and Counter Blocks programming
Advanced instructions
File handling
Comment functions
Master control /set /reset function
Upload, download, Monitoring of programs
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2.

SCADA


















3.

Monitoring / Modifying data table values
Standard procedure to be followed in wiring / writing ladder etc
Troubleshooting and fault diagnostics of PLC
 Documenting the project
 Troubleshooting
 Identifying the status of PLC and communication bus
 Fault detection and error handling
 Forcing of the I/O’s
 Back up of the programs and reloading
CPU, I/O module replacements
Applications of SCADA software
Different packages available with I/O structure
Features of SCADA software
Creating a new SCADA application
Creating Database of Tags
Creating & Editing graphic display with animation
 Data Entry / Start Stop command
 Analog entry
Sizing, Movement, Blinking, Visibility, Filling
Trending
 Creating & Accessing Real-time and Historical Trends
Creating Alarms & Events
Writing logic through script
Connectivity with the different hardware
 Communication protocols
 Communication with PLC
 Communication with Data Acquisition System
Connectivity between software
Concept of DDE, DLL, OPC drivers
Commissioning the network nodes
Troubleshooting the application
 Fault diagnostics and error handling
 Sorting communication problems

VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE










Introduction to AC Drives
Selection criteria of the drives for particular application i.e. Speed /Torque
Characteristic etc.
Configuration of different motor parameter for drives i.e. speed and torque
control, types of braking, ramp selection, jog/inch selection, flux
optimization, No. of poles, load equalization, selection of slip & skip
frequencies, preset speed selection, RPM etc.
Remote and Local operation of Variable Speed Drives.
Communication with PLC, MMI/SCADA Software
Study of different operational methods like PWM method, flux vector
control, vector voltage control, direct torque control etc. on which Variable
Speed Drives work.
Troubleshooting
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4.

HMI









5.



Basic Electricity
Cables and Wiring
Measuring Instruments
L. V. Switchgear
Motor & Transformer
Electrical Panels

WIRING AND PANEL DESIGNING













7.

Introduction & Applications of HMI
Application Development in HMI
Creating GUI in HMIs
Animation and User Data Entry in HMI
Practice Session on Application Development
Communication with PLC and Software
Practice Session & Real-time Application Development
Question & Answer Session

Electrical Systems






6.

Case study and different applications of Drives in the industry.

Single phase & three phase supply system, phase, neutral, earth wire
Basic principle of electromagnetic Relay
NO/NC and power contacts
Power circuit &control circuit
Use of N0/NC contacts in control &power circuit (for experiments on
control relay)
Hold on circuit
1 output to be controlled from 2 push button station (1 contractor & 4 push
button)
D.O.L starter
Interlocking
Use of timer
Star-delta starter
Use of Sensors

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM (DCS)












Introduction to control system
Applications of DCS system
Architectural evolution for DCS
Processor
Power supply
I/O modules
Communication bus
Operator and Engineering station
Redundancy
Comparison between the hardware PLC & DCS
Designing control system solution using DCS
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Instrumentation and control
Detail engineering
General outlay
Earthing requirements
Communication bus system
Redundancy level
Standard codes and practices required at site
Practical exposure on ABB DCS system
Overview of DCS System Components & Topologies
Detailed Information on Controllers, I/O Cards, Carriers, System Power Supplies,
ABB Control Networks
Installation of Operating System & ABB Software Components
Application development
Technical evolution / Comparison between leading DCS system
Hardware architecture
I/O handling capabilities
Configuration and programming details
Operator and Engineering station
Processing speed
Redundancy
Communication bus
GSM /Wireless Technologies
Introduction
Networking
Programming
Integration
Receiving Plant Information
Controlling

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME:

Circuit design on PCB
& Fabrication

COURSE
CODE:

VAP/ET/EVEN
SEM/IV

COURSE
OFFERED TO:

B. Tech ET 2ndyr, IV
sem

COURSE
DURATION:

Jan 2020 – April
2020

CERTIFICATION
FROM:
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal):

College of Engineering
Roorkee
N.K. AGARWAL
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COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

OBJECTIVE: To bridge the gap between the Industry and subjects they would
be studying in engineering.
PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any: Basic knowledge of Electronic circuits
OVERVIEW: This course will build up a confidence in student to enter in an
industry.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: It is an urgent requirement of any Electronic
industry R&D.
LEARNING OUTCOMES: Student will be able to fabricate the PCB
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
MODULE-1

MODULE-2
MODULE-3
MODULE-4
MODULE-5

TOPICS
Introduction of Electronic components like Resistor,
Capacitors, Inductors, Diode, BJT, FET, OP-AMP, IC,
Sensors, Relays etc
How to select components on the basis of physical
dimensions.
Placing components in the schematic,
Leveling components, creating new components, checking
the schematic for error.
Placing components in the layout, creating new
components, linking the schematic and PCB.
Placing the circuit on Copper clad followed by etching,
drilling and soldering of components.
Fault detection by using various equipments like CRO,
Multimeter, Function generator
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Advance Industrial
Automation Technologies-I

COURSE
CODE

VAP/ET/ODD
SEM/V

COURSE
OFFERED TO

ET
3rd year students

COURSE
DURATION

30

CERTIFICATION
FROM

COE-COER

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

MrNITIN CHAND
Asst Professor

COURSE
INSTRUCTO
R
(External)

OBJECTIVE: 

The aim of the VAP is to introduce the basics of pneumatic technology.



Identification of various of pneumatic valves, pneumatic input devices, and pneumatic
cylinder for particular application



To develop& understand connection diagram of various pneumatic components
&elctro pneumatic components with PLC

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any :- None
OVERVIEW
This course deals with the basics of pneumatics, Graphical Symbols and
Pneumatic circuits. Various type of pneumatic valves, Pneumatic cylinders
various components of electro pneumatic. Pneumatic circuit making in various
problems. Electrical wiring diagram of electro pneumatic circuit &plc
programming for pneumatic circuit

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
64

AS automation is the need of hour Pneumatics is essential technology used in
automation. As demand of technology specific man power is always is in high
demand. Hence this course increases the employability & reach of the student
to latest technology
LEARNING OUTCOMES
 To identify different components of pneumatics. Select appropriate
pneumatic valve for given application
 To Understand& develop connection diagram of pneumatic circuit.
 To Develop PLC ladder program for a given pneumatic application.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS
 Introduction to pneumatics:
Pneumatics, Important basic terms Characteristics of
Industrial Pneumatics, advantages and limitations,
Comparisons of Pneumatics over other technology like
Hydraulics, Electrical/ Electronic and Mechanical drives
(Systems Comparison), Applications




Graphical Symbols and Pneumatic circuits
Basic elements, commonly used symbols, Circuit symbols.
Compressed Air Preparation. Compressor Unit, Drying of
Compressed Air, Distribution of Compressed air, Filter,
Pressure control valve, lubricator, air dryer etc…






Direction Control Valve:
Design Principle, Symbols, Operations, 3/2 Directional
control valve, Manual operated, 5/2 Directional control
valve, pneumatically operated, 5/3 Directional control
valve, electrically operated



Pressure Valves:
Pressure regulating valve, Pressure relief valve, Pressure
sequence valve
Flow Control Valves:
Throttle valve, Throttle check valve
Pneumatic cylinders:
Introduction, Cylinder types, Single acting cylinder,
Double acting cylinder
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Introduction to Electro-Pneumatics:
Electro – mechanical Relays, Symbols of electrical
components like switch, contacts, solenoid, relay, LED etc,
NO and NC contacts, magnetic proximity switch working
principle, Electrical signal storage, Electrical ladder
diagram, Logic flow diagram, Solenoid working principle,
Solenoid operated valves, Advantages of solenoid operated
valves over manual valves, PLC programming
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

VHDL

COURSE
CODE

VAP/ET/ODD
SEM/VII

COURSE
OFFERED TO

ET 8th SEM

COURSE
DURATION

30 Hours

CERTIFICATION
FROM

College Of Engineering

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Ms. AshitaVermani

Roorkee (COER)
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

OBJECTIVEVHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language) is becoming increasingly
popular as a way to capture complex digital electronic circuits for both simulation and synthesis.
Digital circuits captured using VHDL can be easily simulated, are more likely to be
synthesizable into multiple target technologies, and can be archived for later modification and
reuse.
VHDL is a rich and powerful language. But is VHDL really so hard to learn and use? VHDL is
not impenetrable, if you follow well-established coding conventions and borrow liberally from
sample circuits such as those found in this introduction.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
1. VLSI design Flow.
2. Digital Electronics.
3. Combinational Circuit design.
OVERVIEW
ThismoduleintroducesdigitalsystemsdesignwithafocusonFPGAdesign.Themodulewill build on
the basics of digital logic from 2nd and 3rd year, with an in-depth study of combinatorial and
sequential hardware systems and the use of finite state machines in the
designofsequentialsystems.ThestudentswilllearnhowaHardwareDescriptionLanguage (HDL) is
used to describe and implement hardware. The emphasis is not on the details and syntax of the
language, but rather how the language infers hardware. They will see how to simulate and test
that hardware and optimize their designs. They will learn about the use
ofFPGAsindigitaldesignandthefullFPGAdesignflow.Thiswillbepresentedinthecontext of other
design platforms such as ASIC, DSP or GPU and the trade-offsinvolved.
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WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
The intent of this work is to introduce VHDL to engineers who will be using the language to
describe circuits for implementation in programmable logic or ASICs. To this end, we will avoid
prolonged discussions that are appropriate only for developers of simulation models and systemlevel simulations, and concentrate instead on those aspects of the language that are most useful
for circuit synthesis. We will give you enough information to quickly get started using VHDL,
and will suggest coding styles that are appropriate using a wide variety of available synthesis and
simulation tools.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
On completion of this module the student will be able to:
1.Discriminate between combinatorial and sequentialcircuits.
2.Design state machines to control complexsystems.
3.Define and describe digital design flows for system design and recognize the trade-offs
involved in differentapproaches.
4.Write synthesizableverilog.
5.Write a verilog testbench to test Verilog modules.
6.Analyze code coverage of a Verilog testbench.
7.Target a Verilog design to an FPGAboard.
8.Analyze and debug Verilog modules.
9.Build a synchronous DSP system in Verilog and verify itsperformance.
COURSE OUTLINE
Module
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

S. NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Contents
Introduction to VHDL. Behavior, structure, terms.
Entity Declaration. Architecture Declaration.
Behavioral Model, signal declaration.
Component declaration. Expression & operators
If statement, case statement. Lopp statement, signal Assignment.
Process & wait statement.
Subprograms & Packages
Total Contact Hours

Name of Projects/Experiments
Implementation of Parallel Adder.
Implementation of Parallel Subtractor.
Implementation of Various Flip Flops.
Implementation of unidirectional & Bidirectional Shift Registers.
Implementation of up and down counters.
Implementation of Frequency Synthesizers.
Design & implementation of Traffic Light Controller.
Design & Implementation of Electronic Voting Machine.
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Duration
5 Hr
5 Hr
5 Hr
5 Hr
5 Hr
5 Hr.
30 Hr.

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Oceanstor

COURSE
CODEVAP/ET/
EVEN SEM/VIII

COURSE
OFFERED TO

ET 8th SEM

COURSE
DURATION

CERTIFICATION
FROM

COER

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Rishabh Yadav

30 Hours

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

OBJECTIVE




Understand state-of-the-art in network protocols, architectures, and applications
Process of networking research

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any- Knowledge of Networking.
OVERVIEW
Evolving from mainframe servers to midrange computers, PCs, and desktop Internet, the information
technology (IT) is penetrating into all walks of life. Nowadays, we are embracing the mobile Internet era.
The change of application environments hastens data explosion. In the era of desktop Internet, the amount
of data was almost quadrupled, reaching 54.5 EB. Up to 1800 EB of data may be generated in the era of
mobile Internet. The skyrocketing amount of data not only requires superlarge storage capacities but also
imposes demanding requirements on other features of storage products. To keep with IT development,
next-generation mid-range storage products must have:






Integrated, simple, intelligent, and cost-effective system architecture
High flexibility, meeting diverse storage needs
Agile data planning and management
Rich and practical functions

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
This course primarily focused on the basics of managed network and IP Protocol. This covered basic
programming of Networking,switches and Router and some advanced concepts. Students implemented,
simulated and tested various network in ensp.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
A student who successfully fulfills the course requirements will have demonstrated:
1) Understand various network Protocol techniques and Networking principles.
2) Use mathematical methods and analyse models in the nodes in of Network Architecture.
3) Convey knowledge of advanced concepts of Layering in Networking
4) To test an application Oriented Networking.
5) To explain the challenges of current and future IPv4 and IPv6.
6) Understand the concept of DNS Server back end and front design including simulation,
synthesis and design verification.

COURSE OUTLINE
Module
Content
Introduction to Oceanstor
1.
Evolution of PSTN.
2.
Architecture of e NSP.
3.
IMS, Cloud Computing.
4.
WLAN. IPTV.
5.
GSM.
6.
SDH network.
7.
OSI reference model.
8.
PCP/IP protocol.
9.
Server
10.

S. NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Duration
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
3 Hr.
Total Contact Hours 30

Name of Projects/Experiments
Simulations of LAN, MAN & WAN.
Wireless LAN control network.
L7 based traffic simulation tool.
GUI based configuration conversion tool.
Implement a FTP server for web security appliances.
Development of a framework for Huawei security automation.
IPv6 enhancement.
Project management & security System.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Applications of Numerical COURSE
Techniques in Electrical CODE
Engineering

COURSE
OFFERED TO

EN 2nd Year Students

COURSE
DURATION

Amit Kumar

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

30 Hrs

CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)
OBJECTIVE:


The aim of this VAP is to provide the knowledge about various Numerical
Techniques used in Electrical Engineering.



To know various applications of these Numerical Technique.



To familiar the students with MATLAB and its application in Electrical
Engineering.

PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any



Students should be available to apply basic laws of Electrical Engg.
Students Should be familiar to MATLAB

OVERVIEW:
This course provides the Knowledge about various Numerical Techniques used in
Electrical Engg. With the help of MATLAB.
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WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:
This course is very important because with the help of this course students will
know various Numerical Techniques that can be used for optimization
LEARNING OUTCOMES


Students will be able to apply various Numerical Techniques used in Electrical
Engineering.



Students will be able to apply MATLAB in Electrical Engg.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
1.
2

3.
4.

TOPICS
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
Response of Various electrical Networks under steady state and Transient
Condition (Differential Equation Approach)
LAPLACE TRANSFORM & APPLICATION OF LAPLACE TRANSFORM
IN CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Response of various AC electrical circuits with independent and dependent
sources.
ANALYSIS OF COUPLED CIRCUITS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Analysis of magnetically coupled circuits and coupling elements, designing
of iron or air core transformers.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SIMULATION USING MATLAB
Simulation of AC network, Simulation of DC network, Simulation of 1-phase
& 3-phase transformers.
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VALUE ADDED PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Session 2017-18
COURSE NAME: Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
COURSE CODE: NA
COURSE OFFERED TO : 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
COURSE DURATION: 40 Hours
CERTIFICATION FROM: College of Engineering Roorkee
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (Internal): Mr.Ashutosh Shukla
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (External):NA
OVERVIEW: The availability of technical computing environment such as MATLAB is now
reshaping the role and applications of computer laboratory projects to involve students in more
intense problem-solving experience. This availability also provides an opportunity to easily
conduct numerical experiments and to tackle realistic and more complicated problems. The
course is divided into computer laboratory sessions (labs). The lab document is designed to be
used by the students while working at the computer. The emphasis here is “learning by doing”

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this Course the student shall be able to
1. Familiarize the student in introducing and exploring MATLAB software.
2. Enable the student on how to approach for solving Engineering problems using sim power
simulation tools.
3. Prepare the students to use MATLAB in their project works related to power system.
4. Provide a foundation in use of this softwares for real time applications.

COURSE OUTCOMES:
At the end of the course student will have ability to
1. Express programming & simulation for engineering problems.
2. Find importance of this software for Lab Experimentation.
3. Articulate importance of software’s in research by simulation work.
4. Have in-depth knowledge of providing virtual instruments on MATLAB Environment.
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5. Write basic mathematical, electrical, electronic problems in MATLAB
6. Simulate basic electrical circuit in Simulink.
7. Connect programming files with GUI Simulink.

PRE REQUISITE:Basic knowledge of electrical machine and power electronics
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: This course will provide better visualization and understanding
through the simulation of different electrical circuits on MATLAB platform.
COURSE OUTLINE
Module 1 Introduction to MATLAB (2hrs)
 MATLABDesktop
 Data types in MATLAB
 Variables and Keywords
 MATLAB system variables
 Semicolon, percent sign and ...
 Types of files
 Working in the command window
 Common system commands

Module 2 Vector and matrices (2hrs)










Scalar and vectors
Entering data in matrices
Line continuation
Matrix subscript
Multi dimensional matrices and arrays
Matrix manipulations
Matrix and array operations
Structure and cell array
Basics commands
Applications


Module 3 Introduction to Simulink (4hrs)







Simulink modelling
Using variables from MATLAB
Data import and export
Simulation of non linear system
Creating sub-system
Creating masked sub-system




Basic commands
Applications

Module 4 MATLAB Sim Power system toolboxes (16hrs)






Single line diagram of power system
AC/ DC Machine
Transmission and distribution
Protection devices
Power converter
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COER/EN/VAP/17/

Dated 28/08/17
NOTICE

VALUE ADDED PROGRAM
On
Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department

The Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department will conduct the value added program
(VAP) on Designing & Simulations using MATLAB for 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
students which has been scheduled from 04 /09/ 2017 to 29/ 09 /2017 at COER campus . For
the more details students can contact to Mr. Ashutosh Shukla ,Assistant Professor ,Electrical &
Electronic Engineering Department.
Course Instructor: Mr. Ashutosh Shukla
Venue: EE-401
Timings: 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Day: Monday to Friday

Ms. Anuradha
H.O.D
(Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department )

CC: Director General/Director/All Deans/All Notice Board
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VALUE ADDED PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
Session 2018-19
COURSE NAME: Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
COURSE CODE: NA
COURSE OFFERED TO : 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
COURSE DURATION: 40 Hours
CERTIFICATION FROM: College of Engineering Roorkee
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (Internal): Mr.Ashutosh Shukla
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (External):NA
OVERVIEW: The availability of technical computing environment such as MATLAB is now
reshaping the role and applications of computer laboratory projects to involve students in more
intense problem-solving experience. This availability also provides an opportunity to easily
conduct numerical experiments and to tackle realistic and more complicated problems. The
course is divided into computer laboratory sessions (labs). The lab document is designed to be
used by the students while working at the computer. The emphasis here is “learning by doing”

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this Course the student shall be able to
1. Familiarize the student in introducing and exploring MATLAB software.
2. Enable the student on how to approach for solving Engineering problems using sim power
simulation tools.
3. Prepare the students to use MATLAB in their project works related to power system.
4. Provide a foundation in use of this softwares for real time applications.

COURSE OUTCOMES:
At the end of the course student will have ability to
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1. Express programming & simulation for engineering problems.
2. Find importance of this software for Lab Experimentation.
3. Articulate importance of software’s in research by simulation work.
4. Have in-depth knowledge of providing virtual instruments on MATLAB Environment.
5. Write basic mathematical, electrical, electronic problems in MATLAB
6. Simulate basic electrical circuit in Simulink.
7. Connect programming files with GUI Simulink.

PRE-REQUISITE:Basic knowledge of electrical machine and power electronics
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: This course will provide better visualization and understanding
through the simulation of different electrical circuits on MATLAB platform
COURSE OUTLINE
Module 1 Introduction to MATLAB (2hrs)
 MATLABDesktop
 Data types in MATLAB
 Variables and Keywords
 MATLAB system variables
 Semicolon, percent sign and ...
 Types of files
 Working in the command window
 Common system commands

Module 2 Vector and matrices (2hrs)










Scalar and vectors
Entering data in matrices
Line continuation
Matrix subscript
Multi-dimensional matrices and arrays
Matrix manipulations
Matrix and array operations
Structure and cell array
Basics commands
Applications


Module 3 Introduction to Simulink (4hrs)







Simulink modelling
Using variables from MATLAB
Data import and export
Simulation of non linear system
Creating sub-system
Creating masked sub-system




Basic commands
Applications
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Module 4 MATLAB Sim Power system toolboxes (16hrs)






Single line diagram of power system
AC/ DC Machine
Transmission and distribution
Protection devices
Power converter

COPY OF POSTER
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COER/EN/VAP/18/

Dated 20/08/18
NOTICE

VALUE ADDED PROGRAM
On
Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department

The Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department will conduct the value added program
(VAP) on Designing & Simulations using MATLAB for 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
students which has been scheduled from 03 /09/ 2018 to 28/ 09 /2018 at COER campus . For
the more details students can contact to Mr. Ashutosh Shukla ,Assistant Professor ,Electrical &
Electronic Engineering Department.
Course Instructor: Mr. Ashutosh Shukla
Venue: EE-401
Timings: 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Day: Monday to Friday

Ms. Anuradha
H.O.D
(Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department )

CC: Director General/Director/All Deans/All Notice Board
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VALUE ADDED PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
Session 2019-20
COURSE NAME: Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
COURSE CODE: NA
COURSE OFFERED TO : 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
COURSE DURATION: 40 Hours
CERTIFICATION FROM: College of Engineering Roorkee
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (Internal): Mr.Ashutosh Shukla
COURSE INSTRUCTOR (External):NA
OVERVIEW: The availability of technical computing environment such as MATLAB is now
reshaping the role and applications of computer laboratory projects to involve students in more
intense problem-solving experience. This availability also provides an opportunity to easily
conduct numerical experiments and to tackle realistic and more complicated problems. The
course is divided into computer laboratory sessions (labs). The lab document is designed to be
used by the students while working at the computer. The emphasis here is “learning by doing”

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this Course the student shall be able to
1. Familiarize the student in introducing and exploring MATLAB software.
2. Enable the student on how to approach for solving Engineering problems using sim power
simulation tools.
3. Prepare the students to use MATLAB in their project works related to power system.
4. Provide a foundation in use of this softwares for real time applications.

COURSE OUTCOMES:
At the end of the course student will have ability to
1. Express programming & simulation for engineering problems.
2. Find importance of this software for Lab Experimentation.
3. Articulate importance of software’s in research by simulation work.
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4. Have in-depth knowledge of providing virtual instruments on MATLAB Environment.
5. Write basic mathematical, electrical, electronic problems in MATLAB
6. Simulate basic electrical circuit in Simulink.
7. Connect programming files with GUI Simulink.

PRE REQUISITE:Basic knowledge of electrical machine and power electronics
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: This course will provide better visualization and understanding
through the simulation of different electrical circuits on MATLAB platform.
COURSE OUTLINE
Module 1 Introduction to MATLAB (2hrs)
 MATLABDesktop
 Data types in MATLAB
 Variables and Keywords
 MATLAB system variables
 Semicolon, percent sign and ...
 Types of files
 Working in the command window
 Common system commands

Module 2 Vector and matrices (2hrs)










Scalar and vectors
Entering data in matrices
Line continuation
Matrix subscript
Multi dimensional matrices and arrays
Matrix manipulations
Matrix and array operations
Structure and cell array
Basics commands
Applications


Module 3 Introduction to Simulink (4hrs)










Simulink modelling
Using variables from MATLAB
Data import and export
Simulation of non linear system
Creating sub-system
Creating masked sub-system
Basic commands
Applications

Module 4 MATLAB Sim Power system toolboxes (16hrs)






Single line diagram of power system
AC/ DC Machine
Transmission and distribution
Protection devices
Power converter
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COER/EN/VAP/19/

Dated 22/08/19
NOTICE
VALUE ADDED PROGRAM
On
Designing & Simulations using MATLAB
Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department

The Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department will conduct the value added program
(VAP) on Designing & Simulations using MATLAB for 3rd year (V semester) EN branch
students which has been scheduled from 02 /09/ 2019 to 27/ 09 /2019 at COER campus . For
the more details students can contact to Mr. Ashutosh Shukla ,Assistant Professor ,Electrical &
Electronic Engineering Department.
Course Instructor: Mr. Ashutosh Shukla
Venue: EE-401
Timings: 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Day: Monday to Friday

Ms. Anuradha
H.O.D
(Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department )

CC: Director General/Director/All Deans/All Notice Board
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Automation using PLC & SCADA

COURSE
CODE

VAP

COURSE
OFFERED TO

2nd / 3rd Sem (2017-18/ 2018-19)
4th year/ 8th sem ( 2016-17)

COURSE
DURATIO
N

46Hrs

COURSE
INSTRUCT
OR
(External)

Anil Raj
Rana

CERTIFICATION PROLIFIC TECHNOLOGIES
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Nitin Chand

OBJECTIVE

 Introduction to PLC hardware Architectural Evolution of PLC Role of
PLC in automation Introduction to the field devices attached to PLC
PLC Fundamentals.
 Working of input electrical components Push buttons Signaling
LED’S Selector switches etc Wiring connection of input electrical
components Wiring connection of input with PLC’s To
 Develop PLC ladder program using Addressing conceptsIntroduction
to bit, byte & word conceptProgramming instructions arithmetic and
logical for a given application..
 Ability to Write simple SCADA application using Creating a new
SCADA application Creating Database of Tags Creating & Editing
graphic display with animation

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any:- NONE

OVERVIEW:- This course deals with the basics of plc , coding of PLC through
ladder diagram, its architecture, its interfacing
with hardware through
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electrical wiring. Scada scriptingWriting logic through script Application script
Condition &Window script Special functions also Connectivity with the
different hardware Communication protocols\Communication with PLC
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:- AS automation is the need of hour PLC & SCADA
is the back bone of automation also demand of technology specific man power
is always is in high demand. Hence this course increasesthe employability &
reach of the student to latest technology.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

 To identify different components of PLC. Select appropriate PLC
module for given application.
 To Understand Wiring connection of input with PLC’s
 To Develop PLC ladder program for a given application..
 To Develop a simple SCADA application Writing logic through
script application script, condition etc
COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE NO

MODULE –1
Introduction to PLC&
electrical wiring


















MODULE –2
Electrical Wiring





MODULE 2
Introduction to PLC
programming
software

MODULE CONTENT
Introduction to PLC hardware
Architectural Evolution of PLC
Role of PLC in automation
Introduction to the field devices attached to PLC
PLC Fundamentals - (Block diagram of PLC's)
Detail information about PLC components
Power supply
CPU
I/O modules
Communication bus
Various ranges available in PLC’s
Types of Inputs & outputs
Source Sink Concept in PLC
Concept of flags
Scan cycle execution
Working of input electrical components
 Push buttons
 Signalling LED’S
 Selector switches etc
Wiring connection of input electrical components
Wiring connection of input with PLC’s
Addressing concepts
Introduction to bit, byte & word concept
Programming instructions arithmetic and logical
 Load /and /or/out / and Read / Write
 Compare / Add / Sub /And /Or – Blocks
 Leading edge / trailing edge instructions
 MOVE block application
 Timer Blocks programming
 Counter Block programming
 Advanced instructions
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NO OF HRS

8hrs

4 hrs

20 hrs

 File handling
 Comment functions
 Master control /set /reset function
 Upload, download, Monitoring of programs
 Forcing I/P & O/P
 Monitoring / Modifying data table values
 Standard procedure to be followed in wiring / writing
ladder etc
 Hands on experience on writing programs
 Case studies for conveyer, motors control, timer &
counter applications etc.
 Troubleshooting and fault diagnostics of PLC
 Documenting the project
Program assignments for real time applications





MODULE 3:
SCADA




Creating a new SCADA application
Creating Database of Tags
Creating & Editing graphic display with animation
 Data Entry / Start Stop command
 Analog entry
 Sizing
 Movement
 Blinking
 Visibility
 Filling
Trending
 Creating & Accessing Real-time Trends
 Creating & Accessing Historical Trends
 Creating Alarms & Events
Writing logic through script
 Application script
 Condition
 Data Change
 Window script
 Special functions
Connectivity with the different hardware
 Communication protocols
 Communication with PLC
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14 hrs

Closing Report of Value Added Programme
On
Automation using PLC& SCADA
(SESSION: 2018-19)
A Value Added Programme(VAP) was organised by the Department of Electrical
Engineering in collaboration with Prolific Systems & Technologies Pvt.Ltd from18th
Aug,2018 to 1st Dec,2018 . Detailed information was as followed.
18th Aug,2018 to 1st Dec,2018
EN
33

Course duration
Target audience
Participation of students

1
2

STUDENT’S FEEDBACK:







Trainer has good and updated knowledge of the subject. Class interaction and approach
towards student’s problem was satisfactory.
Course content was good and very easily understandable.
Instrument availability was adequate, continuous maintenance was required.
Practical exposure was good.
Overall experience was good.

HOD FEEDBACK:




The Course content was relevant.
The teaching staff was skilled and have a long industry experience. Teaching skills and
their interaction with students was good.
 Availability of instruments/hardware was sufficient as per number of students. But
computers need timely maintenance. Computer should be upgraded



Overall, the outcome of the VAP was satisfactory. Students have learnt theoretical & its
Practical implementation such as electrical wiring, SCADA integration was covered
satisfactory.

(Nitin Chand)
VAP Coordinator

(Anuradha)
Head of Department

Closing report of value added programme
On
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Automation using PLC& SCADA
(SESSION: 2017-18)
A Vocational Educational and Training (VET) was organized by the Department of
Electrical Engineering in collaboration with Prolific Systems & Technologies Pvt.Ltd
from16th Aug,2017 to 1st Dec,2017. Detailed information was as followed.
16th Aug,2017 to 1st Dec,2017
EN
50

Course duration
Target audience
Participation of students

1
2

STUDENT’S FEEDBACK:







Trainer has good and updated knowledge of the subject. Class interaction and approach
towards student’s problem was satisfactory.
Course content was good and very easily understandable.
Computer should be upgraded
Practical exposure was good.
Overall experience was good.

HOD FEEDBACK:




The Course content was relevant.
The teaching staff was skilled and have a long industry experience. Teaching skills and
their interaction with students was good.
 Availability of instruments/hardware was sufficient as per number of students. But
computers need timely maintenance. Computer should be upgraded



Overall the outcome of the VAP was satisfactory. Students have learnt theoretical & its
Practical implementation such as electrical wiring, SCADA integration was covered
satisfactory.

(Nitin Chand)
VAP Coordinator

(Anuradha)
Head of Department
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Closing report of value added programme
On
Automation using PLC& SCADA
(SESSION: 2016-17)
A Vocational Educational and Training (VET) was organised by the Department of
Electrical Engineering in collaboration with Prolific Systems & Technologies Pvt.Ltd
from6th April,2017 to 6th May,2017. Detailed information was as followed.
6th April,2017 to 6th May,2017
EN
12

Course duration
Target audience
Participation of students

1
2

STUDENT’S FEEDBACK:







Trainer has good and updated knowledge of the subject. Class interaction and approach
towards student’s problem was satisfactory.
Course content was good and very easily understandable.
Instrument availability was adequate.
Practical exposure was good.
Overall experience was good.

HOD FEEDBACK:




The Course content was relevant.
The teaching staff was skilled and have a long industry experience. Teaching skills and
their interaction with students was good.
 Availability of instruments/hardware was sufficient as per number of students. But
computers need timely maintenance. Computer should be upgraded



Overall the outcome of the VAP was satisfactory. Students have learnt theoretical & its
Practical implementation such as electrical wiring, SCADA integration was covered
satisfactory.

(Nitin Chand)
VAP Coordinator

(Anuradha)
Head of Department
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DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
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ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME
COURSE
OFFERED TO
CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

Computer Hardware
and Networking

COURSE
CODE

VAP 02

B.Tech. First Year

COURSE
DURATION

34 Hours

College of Engineering
Roorkee (COER)
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

Priyabrat Kumar

NA

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this course are to:
 Introduce students to the installation, configuration, optimization and
upgrading of computer systems.
 Introduce students to troubleshooting and maintaining the computer system.
 Provide students with opportunities to develop basic techniques with respect
the hardware of a computer system.
 Demonstration of i5 PC trainer kit.
 Introduction of Computer Network, Uses, Types of Network, Topology,
Troubleshooting.

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
OVERVIEW
This course is an exploratory, first course in computer hardware systems and
maintenance designed primarily for students in engineering. However, it also meets
the need of students in other fields, as a course that provides hands-on training in
the installation, configuration, optimization and upgrading of computer systems.
As a practical course, the focus is to impart useful skills on the students in order
to enhance ability to install, troubleshoot, repair and maintain computer systems.
Topics to be covered include introduction to computer systems, computer system
parts, maintenance techniques, approaches and tools; diagnostic techniques;
system assembly and installation; troubleshooting and repair of computer systems
and accessories; portable computers, etc
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WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
Hardware and Networking professional can find employment in public and private
sector. Hardware developing companies are the favored place for most of
the Hardware engineers. They can seek to be employed in corporate houses,
industries, public sector undertakings.

Which course is best after hardware and networking?
PG courses (after graduation)








M.E. or M.Tech. in IT and Networking – 2 years.
M.E. or M.Tech. in Networking and Cyber Security – 2 years.
M.Sc.
M.Sc.
PG Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.
PG Diploma in Hardware and Networking – 1 to 2 years.
Advanced Diploma in Networking Technology – 1 to 2 years.
Computer hardware is the physical components that a computer system requires to
function. It encompasses everything with a circuit board that operates within a PC or
laptop; including the motherboard, graphics card, CPU (Central Processing Unit),
ventilation fans, webcam, power supply, and so on.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to:
(Knowledge based)
 Explain how a PC works, and understand the relationship between hardware
and software;
 Classify and explain the function of different computer hardware components;
 Understand purpose and functions of an operating system (OS);
 Understand the purpose and functions of the computer peripherals;
 Understand diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to personal
computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer peripherals.
(Skills)
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade personal computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the portable computers;
 Install, configure, optimize and upgrade the operating system;
 To be able to perform diagnostic procedures and troubleshooting techniques to
personal computers, portable devices, operating systems and computer
peripherals
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COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

S No

TOPICS

Heading

Sub Heading

35.

Identifying Computer Hardware
Devices

36.

Identifying Computer Assembly
Identifying external ports and
interfacing
PC Identifying Problems &
Troubleshooting

37.
38.
39.

Operating System Installation

40.

Printer – Installation /
Troubleshooting

41.

Introduction to LAN

42.

Introduction to LAPTOPS

43.
44.
Experimental and hands on
training

45.
46.

Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
KIT
Hands on Training
Trainer KIT

Hours
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs

on PC Trainer

2 Hrs

on LAN Trainer

2 Hrs

on UPS Trainer

2 Hrs

on Monitor

2 Hrs

47.

Preventive maintenance of a PC

48.

Understanding CMOS

49.

Working with Backups and
Archival utilities

2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs

NEW IN VAP COURSE

50.

51.
1.

SSD (Solid State Drive)
Over view of SSD , History,
Working , Features , Difference
between SDD vs HDD
Wi – Fi Router (Access Point)
Over view of Access Point,
,
History, Working , Features ,
Configuration
Assembly of PC Hardware in Fiber Sheet Cabinet

2 Hrs

2 Hrs

2.

Assembly of Single Board Computer (Raspberry PI)

3.

Finding at least 20 types of PC Hardware Faults Using PC Trainer KIT

4.

Setting up the working LAN topology using Network KIT

5.

Finding faults in UPS using UPS Trainer KIT
Total Contact Hours

34 Hours

COPY OF POSTER (1 page)
COPY OF NOTICES RELEASED

COER/ME/

Dated: January 23, 2019

/ /

NOTICE – VAP
(Computer Hardware & Networking)
ALL ME Ist Year II SEM STUDENTS
The main objective of the course is to provide basic knowledge of the Computer Hardware. ME
dept. is organizing a VAP on Computer Hardware & Networking fromJanuary 23, 2019 as per
details given below:
DATE

:

January 23, 2019

TIME

:

Provided in Time Table

VENUE

:

L - 302

(Lab block COER Campus)

All concerned students are hereby advised to attend their classes.

(Dr. Gunjan Agarwal)
HOD ME
CC: All Concerned/notice boards

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

AUTO CAD

COURSE
CODE

COURSE
OFFERED TO

1st year students

COURSE
DURATION

Amit Dhiman

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

5 months

CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the AutoCAD Course is to enable students to create a basic 2D
drawing in the AutoCAD software.To make the students expert in engineering drawing drafting,
so that they can meet the basic requirement of design industries
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any: This course is designed for new users of AutoCAD. It is
recommended that students should have a working knowledge of: Microsoft® Windows® 7,
Microsoft® Windows® 8 or Microsoft® Windows® 10.
OVERVIEW: AutoCAD is a 3-dimensional computer-aided design software from Autodesk
which is built and developed for product designing and manufacturing planning, building
designing, civil infrastructure, and construction. The software allows users to analyze the interior
details of 3D objects
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: Students will able to use AutoCAD for daily working process
and would apply basic concepts to develop construction (drawing) techniques.
LEARNING OUTCOMES


1Will be able to use AutoCAD for daily working process



Ability to manipulate drawings through editing and plotting techniques



Understand geometric construction



Understand and demonstrate dimensioning concepts and techniques



Create multiple designs using several of tools.



Create layers to control the objects’ visibility.



Explain drawing using annotations.



Plot or print the drawing by scale.



To use constraint for certain design.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Theory

Theory and software
training

Software training

Software training

Software training

Software training

Software training

Software training

TOPICS
Introduction of Engineering Drawing
Classification according to the basis of co-ordinates
Introduction to the Drawing and Modifying
Function Keys in AutoCAD
TRIM / EXTEND / OFFSET / OSNAPS
MOVE / COPY / STRETCH / MIRROR
RECTANGLE command.
STRETCH command
MIRROR command
ROTATE / FILLET / CHAMFER / ARRAY
ROTATE command
FILLET command.
CHAMFER command
ARRAY command
LAYERS / DIMENSIONING / TEXT / SCALE
TEXT command
Linear Dimensions command
SCALE command
ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
DDE AND OBJECT TRACKING
Direct Distance Entry
Object Snap Tracking
Dynamic Input
INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKS - CREATING AND INSERTING
HATCHING - FILLING AREAS
Gradients
Boundary
POLYLINES
ISOMETRIC DRAWING
3-D CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM
3D Rotation
Viewports | Perspective Views
Extrude
Extrude with Taper
Extrude with Path
Revolve Command
Sweep Command
Loft Command

Date: 10 August 2019

NOTICE
VALUE ADDED PROGRAM (VAP) – AUTOCAD
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
This is to inform all the students of B.Tech. First year (Mechanical engineering), a value
added programme has been scheduled by Mechanical Engineering Department, COER
from Aug, 2019 onward. The main objective of organizing this programme is to inculcate
the students with basics of AUTOCAD software and also to provide them a platform to
practice with geometries and structures of engineering objects.
Faculty :
Venue

Mr. Amit Kumar
:

Schedule:

(Coordinator)

CAD LAB (ME-102), ME Department
As per time table

(HOD-ME)

CC: D.G. COER/All Deans, All HOD’s/ Directors All Affiliated Institutes/ Student Notice Board/
T&P cell notice Board/ Ashok Bhawan Notice Board/ CPC memb

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME
COURSE
OFFERED TO

Advance Industrial
Automation Technologies-I
/II (Pneumatics)
ME
2nd year students

COURSE
CODE

VAP

COURSE
DURATION

40

NITIN CHAND

COURSE
INSTRUCTO
R
(External)

CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

OBJECTIVE:

The aim of the VAP is to introduce the basics of pneumatic technology.



Identification of various of pneumatic valves, pneumatic input devices, and pneumatic
cylinder for particular application



To develop & understand connection diagram of various pneumatic components &
elctro pneumatic components with PLC

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any :- none
OVERVIEW
This course deals with the basics of pneumatics, Graphical Symbols and
Pneumatic circuits. Various type of pneumatic valves, Pneumatic cylinders
various components of elctro pneumatic. Pneumatic circuit making in various
problems. Electrical wiring diagram of elctro pneumatic circuit & plc
programming for pneumatic circuit

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE
AS automation is the need of hour Pneumatics is essential technology used in
automation. As demand of technology specific man power is always is in high
demand. Hence this course increases the employability & reach of the student
to latest technology
LEARNING OUTCOMES
 To identify different components of pneumatics. Select appropriate
pneumatic valve for given application
 To Understand & develop connection diagram of pneumatic circuit.
 To Develop PLC ladder program for a given pneumatic application.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE

TOPICS
 Introduction to pneumatics:
Pneumatics, Important basic terms Characteristics of Industrial
Pneumatics, advantages and limitations, Comparisons of
Pneumatics over other technology like Hydraulics, Electrical/
Electronic and Mechanical drives (Systems Comparison),
Applications

Graphical Symbols and Pneumatic circuits

Basic elements, commonly used symbols, Circuit symbols.
Compressed Air Preparation. Compressor Unit, Drying of
Compressed Air, Distribution of Compressed air, Filter,
Pressure control valve, lubricator, air dryer etc…


Direction Control Valve:

Design Principle, Symbols, Operations, 3/2 Directional control
valve, Manual operated, 5/2 Directional control valve,
pneumatically operated, 5/3 Directional control valve,
electrically operated


Pressure Valves:
Pressure regulating valve, Pressure relief valve, Pressure
sequence valve


Flow Control Valves:
Throttle valve, Throttle check valve


Pneumatic cylinders:
Introduction, Cylinder types, Single acting cylinder, Double
acting cylinder




Introduction to Electro-Pneumatics:
Electro – mechanical Relays, Symbols of electrical components
like switch, contacts, solenoid, relay, LED etc, NO and NC
contacts, magnetic proximity switch working principle,
Electrical signal storage, Electrical ladder diagram, Logic flow
diagram, Solenoid working principle, Solenoid operated valves,
Advantages of solenoid operated valves over manual valves,
PLC programming

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Advance course on COURSE CODE
Measurement,
Metrology and Control

COURSE OFFERED TO

Third Year (Fifth Sem)

COURSE
DURATION

Internal

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

40 Hours

CERTIFICATION FROM

COURSE INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

(External)
OBJECTIVE

Knowledge of Advanced Measurement techniques used in
the Industry.

PRE-REQUISITE(s) if any Measurement, Metrology and control TME-404
OVERVIEW

Familiarization of Latest measurement instrumentation,
metrology and Control

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

It is extremely necessary while grooming the
future engineer for furthering profession in the
industry and research.Our students possessing
know-how about these advances will definitely
have an edge in the longer perspective.
Knowledge enhancement in the area of Quality,
Testing in the industry & research.

COURSE OUTLINE:

Handling of Advance instrumentation for length, depth,
angular, pressure, temperature, speed, Noise,
Wetness & Vibration measurement.

MODULE

Topics Covered

Unit I

Sensors and Transducers, Signal Transmission, Signal
Display & Recording Device

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Time Related Measurement, Stroboscope, Frequency
Measurement, Displacement, Pressure Measurement,
Flow Measurement Nozzle, Orifice, Venture , Strain
Measurement ,Level Measurement,Force & Torque
Measurement, Temperature Measurement, Humidity
Measurement
,Vibration
Measurement
,Noise
Measurement
Advances in Metrology & Quality control and Quality
Inspection
Straightness, Flatness & roundness measurement,
Interferometry, Screw threads and Gears, Surface
Roughness
Automatic Control, Control components & Systems,
Controllers Pneumatic, hydraulic and Electric controllers

Reference : COER/ME/GCM/2015
Dated 10.08.2015

Department of Mechanical Engineering
VAP Notice to Fifth Semester Students
Advance course on Measurement, Metrology and Control
A theoretical subject titled ‘Measurement , Metrology and control’ TME-404 is as per the
curriculum prescribed by UTU to the Mechanical Engineering students of second year (fourth
semester). A supplementary practical subject with above title TME 454 is also part of the
curriculum. This Value Addition Program covers basic technical knowledge of the subject and is
extremely necessary while grooming the future engineer for furthering profession in the
industry and research. Subject have multifarious and multidisciplinary applications in the varied
areas, not limited to Mechanical engineering and therefore very useful for the entire
engineering industry.
Last two decades witnessed rapid advances in this field and availability of new measurements
instrumentation and controls with higher accuracy ,sensitivity and reliability transformed the
entire scenario. Basic measurement instrumentation & control systems covered in the above
subjects , though still very essential for technological depth and building confidence to the
students, may not be adequate and meeting the expectation of industry and lab research.
These basic instrumentations are now replaced with latest state of art intelligent and user
friendly devices.
It is extremely necessary while grooming the future engineer for furthering profession in the
industry and research. Our students possessing know-how about these advances will definitely
have an edge in the longer perspective.
Learning Outcomes includes Knowledge enhancement in the area of Qualty, Testing in the
industry & research.
Course Outline includes Handling of Advance instrumentation for length, depth, angular,
pressure, temperature, speed, Noise, Wetness & Vibration measurement.

Objective of this VAP course is Knowledge of Advanced Measurement techniques used in the
Industry.
Keeping in view above vision , this value addition program is judiciously tailored incompassing
following :
Covering measurements quite important from the industry perspective but not covered in the
University curriculum like
a. Noise Measurement
b. Vibration Measurement
c. Wetness Measurement
Detailed module structure is as follows
MODULE

Topics Covered

Unit I

Sensors and Transducers, Signal Transmission, Signal Display &
Recording Device

Unit 2

Time
Related
Measurement,
Stroboscope
,Frequency
Measurement, Displacement, Pressure Measurement, Flow
Measurement Nozzle, Orifice, Venture , Strain Measurement ,Level
Measurement,Force & Torque Measurement, Temperature
Measurement, Humidity Measurement ,Vibration Measurement
,Noise Measurement

Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5

Advances in Metrology & Quality control and Quality Inspection

Straightness, Flatness & roundness measurement, Interferometry,
Screw threads and Gears, Surface Roughness
Automatic Control, Control components & Systems, Controllers
Pneumatic, hydraulic and Electric controllers

This notice is issued with the necessary approval of competent authority.

G.C. Mishra
Prof, Dept. of Mech Engineering

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

CAD modeling on
Solidworks

COURSE
CODE

COURSE
OFFERED TO

3rd year students

COURSE
DURATION

Dr. Nitesh Dutt

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(External)

5 months

CERTIFICATION
FROM
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

OBJECTIVE: The course is designed to be a process or task based approach to learning the
individual features and functions of SolidWorks, thereby emphasizing processes and procedures
for completion of any task.
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any: Nil
OVERVIEW: Students will learn theory and practice related to solid modeling, assembly
modeling, drafting, parametric modeling, freeform surface modeling, and use of CAD models for
some downstream engineering activities such as motion simulation and manufacturing
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: By building actual parts and assemblies, the student should
learn the necessary commands, options and menus in the context of completing a design task.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Demonstrate competency with multiple drawing and modification commands in SolidWorks.
2. Create three-dimensional solid models.
3. Create three-dimensional assemblies incorporating multiple solid models.
4. Apply industry standards in the preparation of technical mechanical drawings.

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Solid work
documentation tip
Default template unit
selection
Navigating the solid
works interface
Customizing the
command manager
The Menu Bar toolbar
and menu

TOPICS

Changing interface colors Toolbars
Customizing strategies
Menus
Background colors or images
Working with sketches

Simple sketch
3D sketch
Dimensioning
Dimension Properties
Dimension (Angles)
Structure of splines
Offset
Mirror
Point sketch
Trim Interface
Polygon creation
Ellipse
Partial ellipse
Parabola
Linear pattern
Circular Pattern
Modifying sketch
Slot sketch entities

Dimension relation
toolbar

Smart dimension
Horizontal Dimensions
Chamfer dimension

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE
Working with Reference
Geometries

TOPICS
Creating Planes
Working with axis
Using Coordinate system

Creating simple parts

Bottle example
Extrude feature option
Cut extrude
Thin feature panel
Using instant 3D
Making first extrude feature
Cutting a slot
Hole using 2D versus 3D sketches
Fillets and champers

Using visualization
Techniques

Manipulating the view
Using arrow keys
Using mouse gestures
Using the view toolbar
Wireframe
Hidden lines visible
Shaded with edges
3D Drawing view
Zebra strips
Annotation views
Applying appreances
Using Display Status

Functions

COURSE OUTLINE

Copying and moving sketch
entities
Move entities
Rotate entities
Copy entities
Scale entities
Modify sketch
Derived sketch

MODULE
Working with revolving
features
Getting more from your
sketch
Copying and moving
sketch entities
Using colors and line
styles with sketches

TOPICS
Introduction Loft

Selecting features

Using extrude feature
Understanding instant 3D

Working with revolving
features

Introducing Loft
Loft and constraints

Fillet

Understanding fillet types
Creating a constant radius fillet
Creating variable radius fillet

Project

Project 1: Building design and assembly
Project 2: Machine component design and
assembly
Animation of assembly components

Date: 21 July 2019

NOTICE
VALUE ADDED PROGRAM (VAP) – SOLIDWORKS
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
This is to inform all the students of B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering), 2 nd year, a value
added programme has been scheduled by Mechanical Engineering Department, COER
from 5 August 2019 onwards. The main objective of organizing this programme is to
teach the basics of solid work designing and practice of 2D and 3D geometries on solid
works software.
Topic

:

“Solid works Designing”

Faculty

:

Venue

:

Dr. Nitesh Dutt
CAD LAB (ME-102), ME Department

S No.
1
2

Batch
ME-L-T1
ME-L-T2

(Coordinator)

Day
Thursday
Monday

Time
2:00 PM-4:00 PM
2:00 PM-4:00 PM

(HOD-ME)

CC: D.G. COER/ All Deans, All HOD’s/ Directors All Affiliated Institutes/ Student Notice Board/
T&P cell notice Board/ Ashok Bhawan Notice Board/ CPC members

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Advanced Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning

COURSE
CODE

COURSE
OFFERED TO

3rd year students

COURSE
DURATION

Dr. Rajesh kumar

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

5 months

CERTIFICATION
FROM

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
(Internal)

(External)

OBJECTIVE:
1. Learning the fundamental principles and different methods of refrigeration and air
conditioning.
2. Study of various refrigeration cycles and evaluate performance using Mollier charts and/
or refrigerant property tables.
3. Comparative study of different refrigerants with respect to properties, applications and
environmental issues.
4. Understand the basic air conditioning processes on psychometric charts, calculate cooling
load for its applications in comfort and industrial air conditioning.
5. Study of the various equipment-operating principles, operating and safety controls
employed in refrigeration air conditioning systems.

PRE REQUISITE(s) if any: Nil

OVERVIEW: Students under these programs will acquire the proficiency in design, install and
to diagnose and repair various systems of HVAC&R.
WHY TAKE THIS COURSE: To train the students in installation, service, diagnosis,
assembly and troubleshooting of different types of HVAC&R systems.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Illustrate the fundamental principles and applications of refrigeration and air conditioning
system.
2. Obtain cooling capacity and coefficient of performance by conducting test on vapor
compression refrigeration systems.
3. Present the properties, applications and environmental issues of different refrigerants.
4. Calculate cooling load for air conditioning systems used for various applications.
5. Operate and analyze the refrigeration and air conditioning systems.
6. Use P-h, T-S and Psychrometric charts to solve refrigeration and Air conditioning design
problems.

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
S.
No.

COURSE CONTENT

Hrs.

1.

Introduction of refrigeration and air conditioning, unit of refrigeration, coefficient of
1
performance, types and application of refrigeration and air condensing systems.

2.

Vapour Compression system: Simple system on P-h and T-s diagrams, analysis of the
simple cycle, factors affecting the performance of the cycle, actual cycle Compound
Compression System: Compound compression with intercooler, flash gas removal 3
and flash intercooler, multiple evaporators with back pressure valves and with
multiple expansion valves without flash inter cooling, analysis of two evaporators
with flash intercooler and individual expansion valve and multiple expansion valve,

cascade refrigeration system

3.

Absorption refrigeration system: Desirable characteristics of refrigerant, selection of
pair, practical H2O -NH3 cycle, LiBr – H2O system and its working, h-x diagram and
2
simple calculation of various process like adiabatic mixing and mixing with heat
transfer, throttling, Electrolux refrigeration system.
Refrigerants: Classification, nomenclature, desirable properties, secondary

4.

1
refrigerants, future industrial refrigerants
Refrigeration system components: Types; construction; working; comparison

5.

and selection of compressors; condensers; expansion devices; and evaporators, 4
refrigeration piping accessories, evacuation and charging of refrigerant, properties
and classification of thermal insulation
Psychrometry: Dalton’s law of partial pressure, Properties of moist air,
temperature and humidity measuring instruments, psychrometric chart,

6.

psychrometric processes such as sensible heating and cooling, heating and

2

humidification cooling and dehumidification, chemical dehumidification,
adiabatic saturation
Human comfort: Selection of inside design conditions, thermal comfort, heat
7.

balance equation for a human being, factors affecting thermal comfort, Effective 3
temperature, comfort chart and factors governing effective temperature, selection
of outside design conditions

8.

Load calculation and duct design

9.

Air-conditioning systems: Classification, system components, all air; all water; and
air-water systems, room air conditioners, packaged air conditioning plant, central air 2
conditioning systems, split air conditioning systems

10. Practical (hands on experience)
Total duration

2

10
30

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS:
1. Study and performance analysis of transparent evaporator refrigeration
2. Study and performance analysis of Vapour absorption refrigeration system
3. Study and performance analysis of Heat pump
4. Study and performance analysis of Ice plant
5. Study and performance analysis of automotive air conditioning system
6. Study and performance analysis of Heat exchanger air as medium
7. Study and performance analysis of Heat exchanger water as medium
8. Study of compressors
9. Study of expansion devices, electronic expansion device
10. Study of condenser and evaporators
11. Study and performance analysis of water cooler
12. Study of fault diagnosis tutor in refrigeration systems

PROGRAMME FEES:
Programme fee along with actual boarding and lodging charges is to be paid by the participants
during the programme.
COORDINATOR:
Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Assistant Professor, Mechanical Department,
College of Engineering Roorkee.
Contact No. +91-9758015359
Email: rajeshkr.dme@gmail.com

Date: 20 July, 2019

NOTICE-VALUE ADDED PROGRAM
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
This is to inform all the students of B.Tech. Final year (Mechanical engineering), a value added
programme has been scheduled by Center of Excellence, COER. The main objective of
organizing this programme is to inculcate the fundamentals of Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning and to provide them a platform to work on actual hardware along with theory
sessions.
The programme is organized as per following schedule:
Date & Time: 1 August, 2019 (Monday) onwards
Time: 03:00 to 05:00 pm
Venue: Center of Excellence, COER
Duration of course: 30 hrs.
Course coordinator: Dr. Rajesh Kumar, ME, COER
S No.

Batch

Day

Time

3

ME-L-T1

Monday

3:00-5:00 PM

4

ME-L-T2

Tuesday

3:00-5:00 PM

5

ME-M-T1

Wednesday

3:00-5:00 PM

6

ME-M-T2

Thursday

3:00-5:00 PM

(Dr. Rajesh Kumar)
Coordinator

(Dr. Gunjan Agarwal)
HOD-ME

ADD ON /CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTORS
COURSE NAME

Industrial AutomationHydraulics

COURSE CODE

COURSE
OFFERED TO

B.Tech 3rd Year (ME)

COURSE
DURATION

Ankit Kumar singhal

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

60 Hrs

CERTIFICATION
FROM

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

Arvind Kumar

(Internal)

(External)

OBJECTIVE
This VAP provides theoretical and practical aspects of implementing automation in industry. The
main learning objective of this VAP to deliver basic knowledge about hydraulics and its
components that are used in modern automation systems design This course also offers learning
of different directional control valve, pressure control valve etc .
PRE REQUISITE(s) if any
Nil
OVERVIEW:
The aim of the course is to empower students with practical knowledge that will improve
productivity in that area and stand out as a leader in industrial automation.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE:

Skills are a key driver of the modern economy. Take this Course to learn new set of skills in
field of industrial automation which may be helpful for career prospects.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1) By the end of this course students will be able to explain the basic objectives of a
manufacturing industry and explain how automation and control technologies relate to
the growth of the industries.
2) By the end of this course students will be able to decide which system is better for a
specific application.
3) By the end of this course students will be able to explain the basic parts of the industrial
hydraulic and their functions.
4) By the end of this course students will be able to describe the major types of direction
control valves, their construction, operation and symbol.
5) By the end of this course students will be able to design and implement electro hydraulic
solutions for automated systems.
6) By the end of this course students will be able to describe typical industrial actuation
problems
COURSE OUTLINE:
MODULE

TOPICS

Introduction

Hydraulics, Important basic terms, Industrial Hydraulics, Basic physical
properties,Comparisons of Drives (Hydraulics Vs. Pneumatics, Electrical /
Electronics & Mechanical), Applications of Hydraulics

Graphical Symbols and Basic elements, commonly used symbols,Circuit symbols,
Hydraulic
circuit
Diagrams
Functionality and Design Principle of Energy Conversion, Functional Groupsin a Hydraulic System,
of a Hydraulic System
Functionality of a Hydraulic System
Hydraulic Fluids

Main functions of Hydraulic fluids, Requirements of Hydraulic fluids, Types
ofHydraulic Fluids, Selection of Hydraulic fluid for an applications

Hydraulic pumps

Functions and Operating principle Different types of Hydraulic pumps and
itsselection

Hydraulic Cylinder

Design and operation, Types of cylinder


Pressure control valves
Directional
Valves

Design and function, pressure relief valve, pressure reducing valve

Control Operation and Function, Types of directional control valves, Spoolpositions,
Designation of Directional control valves

MODULE

TOPICS

Flow Control Valves

Design and Function, Throttle valves, throttle check valve, Meter-in
flowcontrol, Meter-out flow control

Introduction to Electro – Solenoids, Function and operating principle of a relay, Relay asa logical switch,
Symbols of most important switching elements (NO an NC ), Signal storage
Hydraulics
concept, Electrical interlocking concept, Electrical ladder diagram, Momentarycontact limit switches

COPY OF NOTICES RELEASED

